Firewall Module

Date Added: 03/31/2020 by The Good Doctor... and his patient wife...
Louis:
Thank you for your support and product. Nicely made, fairly priced and worth the wait. Paraphrasing and
plagiarizing those with better ears I will use the terms, "more musical, less mechanical" and bringing a supple
fluidity to brass and voice. Tone is more 'elastic' and 'sensual'. This took less time for my wife to appreciate, as is
usually the case, but after 16-20 hrs my appreciation of your efforts aligned with those who have previously sent
reviews. Not to the same degree but perhaps with more time and more wine... well done.

Date Added: 03/26/2020 by Matthew Kudelka
I’ve been running in the speaker Firewalls for about 3 weeks.
At this point, I'm very happy with the Firewalls — they were worth the cost. The difference they have made is an
extension of the difference your other products have made — an even bigger, almost holographic soundstage
(especially reaching out toward the listening chair), more air between instruments and more density to individual
notes, less glare, an almost liquid presentation to whatever music I am playing.
It helped to adjust my speaker placement after breaking in the firewalls. Strikes me that it makes sense to do that
any time you add something to your system.
Associated Equipment:
Lumin S1 server with L1 hard drive
Coincident Technology Frankenstein MK. II monobocks with Takatsuki 300B valves
Ref. 3A Taksim loudspeakers
Torus RM-15+ power conditioner
Wattgate wall receptacles
LessLoss C-Marc speaker cables and interconnects
WireWorld Cat. 8 Platinum digital cables
for isolation, a combination of Rollerblocks, LessLoss Bindbreakers, and Isoacoustics (for speakers).
All cables, fuses, and receptacles treated with Perfect Path graphene paste.
A small, “soft" room, heavily booked and carpeted, plaster walls and ceiling, wood-strip floors, no room treatments.

Date Added: 03/22/2020
First of all, I would like to thank you for the excellent cable and speaker firewalls and for the excellent customer
service.
Now the RCA and triaxial speaker cables are also playing in my music system.
Although the cables haven't yet played music for long, I am already enthusiastic about the musicality.
For me, the cables and speaker firewalls are an absolute must in my music system.
Without this, I miss the tonal substance, the timing, the fine details and the musical energy that are so important for
my perception of authentic music.
The music now sounds even more powerful, dynamic and homogeneous.
With these unique cables and FireWalls I have the feeling that I can fully exploit the potential of my music system
(LDMS server including Ideon Audio 3R Master Time, Lampizator SE GG 2.5 Pacific Edition including preamplifier,
NAT transmitter, Harbeth 40.2, etc.).
In addition, the cables and firewalls are very meticulously and precisely manufactured.
My eyes are spoiled too.
I am very happy that I chose LessLoss!
Stay healthy.

Thank you very much and good luck.
U. S.

Date Added: 03/15/2020 by U. S.
Good day,
LessLoss firewalls for speakers are now playing in my music system.
I was convinced that the LessLoss products are very good.
A friend of mine has the cables in his music system and is also very enthusiastic.
Already the first few minutes, my Harbeth 40.2 equipped with the FireWall makes music like never before.
The music sounds very clean and transparent. But the music doesn't get annoying.
The music fascinates me a lot more now.
An excellent result that I did not expect.
For me, the firewall is essential.
I downsized my music system and no longer wanted to invest in high prices for cables and power cleaners.
Before the LessLoss products, various high-priced cables and cleaners from Schnerzinger, Stealth Audio Cables,
Shunyata, Audience, Yamamura etc. were used in my previous music system.
Given the fantastic performance of the FireWalls, I no longer look back at the cables and cleaner I sold.
But on the contrary. I am very happy to now own the firewalls that are absolutely worth their price and offer
excellent musicality.
I recommend every serious music lover to test the FireWalls in their music system.
I hope that the three-axis C-Marc speaker cable and the RCA cable I ordered will arrive soon so that.
It will be a feast for my hearing.
Thank you very much and good luck.
U.S.

Date Added: 03/15/2020 by Michael H
With now a complete system of Bakoon electronics and the Soundkaos open baffle Liberation speakers, I have
achieved a sound that I have yet to find from anything else - and I've been to "most of the shows". And I've also
played with / demoed this combination at shows like RMAF, Munich High-End, Gothenburg Audio show and
Hifi-deluxe. So I know it's sound intimately and from many different settings.
This core setup already defies belief because there’s so much presence and incredible soundstaging going on - on
a completely dark canvass/background.
But, I have been using Lessloss on and off (Homage to time loom + DFPC power cables) over the past many years
- never letting go of my DFPCs. So I already had great respect for the brand, but it was still more out of "curiosity"
and "pure fun" to see what could possibly be achieved with the Firewalls for Loudspeakers that I ordered them
during the fall.
Immediately the Firewalls added “believability” / realism - where I honestly thought that I already had all of what
could possibly be made in my setup. But no - with the Firewalls, I experienced more "organism" (not "body" in the
usual musical terms, but instead more lifelike) to all layers in the music.
Taking them out of the system left me with a feeling of disappointment and disbelief - that something I knew so well
(and had loved) could be given such a small tweak (both in size and cost) to make such a big difference. So of
course it's there to stay. But it also means that there are more Lessloss products coming my way soon.

Date Added: 03/14/2020 by Ernie Domonkos
Firewall for Loudspeakers,
Ten days ago I received a speaker firewall. There's simply more music.
The stage is deeper with better bass, midde and high tones and more silence, the sound is excellent

Congratuations for the excellent product.
Ernie, from Hungary.
Nagyon jó, mindenkinek hallani kell! (Very good, everybody needs to hear!)

Date Added: 03/06/2020 by Matt Shelton
[Firewall for Loudspeakers]
OMG! After an overnight cook-in I just sat down to some serious listening of these new speaker doobies. Well,
'serious' didn't last long as I smiled and laughed increasingly to myself, or just sat there with my mouth open. To
keep it brief, presence, clarity, space and imaging are the most obvious beneficiaries so far, but everything is
better. It is indeed like a speaker upgrade, but all their virtues that I loved before I just adore now. Way more
obvious to me than the effects of the FW 64x, which were pretty good but I felt took a while to really bed in. Most of
my (extensive) LL cables were all bought used, and obvious upgrades each time.
There's some real filtering going on as some lesser quality tracks with more digititis are better listenable, with the
added enhancements already mentioned. Garbage in, recycled out, perhaps?
There's a truism of course, that it's hard to envisage further improvements in one's system are possible until
something great moves it to even greater heights. But then you remember, if you already know, how real
instruments and voices sound and how far there still may be to go. These FWs beat my prior Bybee speaker
bullets, and to my ears have given the greatest quantum improvement in my system , excepting one major source
change 3 years ago. Just. And with a bit more time on these things that may change. Thanks Louis and team. You
deserve your success.

Date Added: 03/01/2020 by Kevin Liu
[Firewall for Loudspeakers]
Just connected the new Firewall for Loudspeakers and listened to a few songs. I can only say it's really
astonishing. Everything is more real. The sound seems a bit slower but the rhythm is more correct. Listening to
orchestral music feels like I'm in the hall. The soundstage is deeper, wilder. The musical instruments are more real
with more texture and detail. The "Entropic" process is like magic.
Congratulations to you for this wonderful invention.

Date Added: 02/20/2020
[High performance joint partnership recording between LessLoss, Boenicke Audio and Audio Consulting,
implemented using C-MARC Hook-up wire and LessLoss latest Firewall technology.]
I've had a chance to listen to the recording by now, and it is really incredible - thank you!
Since I downloaded it late at night, I first listened through headphones. There, I was first struck by clarity and
dynamics. But the real thing, I believe, only comes through the speakers. It is there that I really appreciated not
only the quality but also the technique of the recording. It is one of the very few piano recordings I’ve heard where
you almost get the tactile experience alongside the sonic one. It places you not in the audience but almost on the
performer’s stool, as it were. (BTW, I have to listen more to it, but my first impression was that the positions of
some mikes were changed for the second CD, no?) The middle parts of Part 4 and Part 5 are truly amazing: the
way lower and higher octaves sound together, losing neither their distinctiveness nor togetherness, is, again,
something I don’t think I heard before in piano recordings.
So thank you again!

Date Added: 02/17/2020 by Udo Baier
[German language original.]
Ich bin so begeistert von dem Klanggewinn, dass ich es dir gleich mitteilen wollte.
Meinerseits kann ich bis jetzt nur gutes über deine Produkte sagen, schreiben und weiterempfehlen.
Meine Anlage ist nicht von den Teuersten, aber vielleicht gerade deshalb wirkt es sich so stark aus.
Nur für dich als Vergleich meine Anlage:
Musikquelle = PC
USB Transport = Mutec MC3+Usb
DAC = Meitner MA1
Vorverstärker = Yamaha CX A5000
Endstufe = JOB (Goldmund)
Lautsprecher = Jamo R 907
Gestern habe ich das Paket erhalten und gleich die Firewall-Teile angeschlossen. Du hast nicht übertrieben wenn
du sagst "blown away" auch ohne Einspielzeit.
Schon nach den ersten Takten Musik merkte ich den großen Unterschied zu vorher.
Hatte nie ein gutes Quellgerät gehabt, spiele alles über meinen PC ab, den ich hifi tauglich aufgerüstet habe.
Mit den Firewall Teilen (64X; USB und nun Lautsprecher) von dir und manchen anderen Geräten ist mein PC für
mich sehr Audiophil geworden.
Mit diesem Klang bin ich sehr zufrieden. Alles klingt reiner, freier, genauer, tiefer und unermüdlicher, nicht nervig.
Am selben Tag erhielt ich auch einen Mutec MC3+USB den ich nun als USB Transport nutze von PC zum DAC
und diese Kombi ist ziemlich perfekt, obwohl ich am Lautsprecheranschluss, der bi wiring ist, nur Hoch-Mittelton mit
den Firewall angeschlossen habe.
Wie wird es klingen mit Firewall an beiden Anschlüssen???
Gratulation zu dieser Entwicklung.

[English translation]
I am so impressed by the improvements in sound quality that i wanted to waste no time in sharing with you.
I have nothing but good things to share about your products, and highly recommend them.
My setup is not one of the most expensive, but perhaps that's the reason the effect was so great.
Just for context, here is my system:
Source = PC
USB Transport = Mutec MC3+Usb
DAC = Meitner MA1
Preamp = Yamaha CX A5000
Power amp = JOB (Goldmund)
Loudspeakers = Jamo R 907

Yesterday I received the parcel and immediately connected the Firewalls for Loudspeakers. You were not
exaggerating when you said "blown away," even with zero break-in. It didn't take more than a few measures of
music to realize the large difference from before.
I never had a serious source. I've always played back through my PC, which I have upgraded to HiFi performance.
With the Firewalls (64X, USB and now Loudspeaker) and some other gadgets I've managed to get audiophile
quality out of my PC.
I'm very happy with the sound now. Everything sounds more pure, more free, more exact, deeper and more
pleasant. It does not get on my nerves.
Even though my loudspeaker terminals enable bi-wiring and I only connected the Firewalls to the Mid/High
terminals. I wonder how it will sound if I connect another Firewall for Loudspeakers to the bass???
Congratulations on this development.

Date Added: 02/17/2020 by Ravi Balasubramanian, New Zealand
Received the Firewall for Loudspeakers over 2 weeks ago. Connected it to an AV system which uses high
efficiency speakers - JBL with Lecleach horns (Be diaphragms) and Altec 416c bass units. All I can say is:
Bloody hell! What is happening here!! way more more resolution and impact across the spectrum!
Well done louis to you and your team!!
I now have a problem- my main system is bi- amped which means I need 2 pairs of these. I need two stereo pairs
as I have a bi-amped system that is devoted exclusively to music listening (Accuphase F25 active crossover, 300B
SE amp for mid highs and NCORE amp for bass).
The power supply filter with Firewall 64X power conditioning unit is just as impressive. I used the Firewall 64X to
filter a power strip with my Revox B77 and Stax T1 amp and Stax headphones connected to it. The quality of music
on pre-recorded and other tapes is amazing with the cleaned power supply. I am not easily impressed as I have
tried various improvements such as power cable upgrade, balanced transformer etc., and achieved only
reasonable incremental improvements in each step - not quantum jumps!
Cheers!

Date Added: 02/15/2020 by Denis
Firewall for Loudspeakers

The wait and the pre-order price were worth it ...
Do you practice witchcraft?
The improvement is global from the installation and is equivalent to an upgrade of electronic equipment, the gap
exceeds the change of a good for an excellent cable .... !!

Date Added: 01/24/2020 by Joerg Meinhardt
Firewall for Loudspeakers ... Daisy Chained
This is my 3rd report on these firewalls. This time upon LessLoss' claim, that more is better :)
Since I have bi-wiring loudspeakers, I needed 2 sets of firewalls to cover the double inputs of the speakers. I

"cheated"on the bi-wiring, by running a single loudspeaker cable into a splitter at the loudspeaker inputs, before the
firewalls arrived.
At first, I did not want to risk any sound quality, by adding this splitter between the firewalls and the speaker. After
my fantastic experience with daisy chaining the firewalls for power, which ended in ordering a custom power
distributor with "lots" of firewalls inside, I could not leave it like this and changed to daisy chained firewalls for
loudspeakers as well. So my splitter went right into the speakers again and the firewalls could be daisy chained as
single cables down to the speaker cables.
Wow, what a change. Again more of the same improvements, more presence and resolution and space and bass
and less unwanted sibilance.
Get yourself a treat and get a second set of firewalls for loudspeakers. Maybe kick out the entire loudspeaker cable
and replace it by as many firewalls as needed to reach your amp from the speakers ... Should try this myself :) My
wife won't like the looks though :(
And another bravo to LessLoss for a C-MARC replacement of my normal loudspeaker cable splitter. It just did the
same as all LessLoss solutions ... plenty more natural and organic, resolved, richer, ...
Now I am sure, I will replace the remaining loudspeaker cable as well !!!
Thanks so much Louis and team. You make me happy with my stereo!!!

Date Added: 01/17/2020 by Ken Sternberg
Very pleased with everything I’ve recently added...
Combined with all the Firewall 64Xs, those two sets of Firewall for Loudspeakers have made for a substantial
improvement in the sound.
Musicians sound closer - very much like they’re in the room.
Listening is more involving, engaging, and it has become easier to let go and relax into the flow of the music.
I am more frequently riveted by how natural the recordings sound now - the timing and tonality of instruments come
through so beautifully!
Everything’s more coherent and just more believable.
This has been a worthy upgrade!
I had an audiophile and musician friend over this evening, and we listened together to assess the effect of my two
biwired sets Firewall for Loudspeakers.
We listened to two tunes.
Johnny Hodges: Blues-A-Plenty (Verve):
Playing with, then without the Firewall for Loudspeakers.
W/out FWfLS:
Washed out, not as focused, less depth to the sound - things sound thinner, more diffuse and rather too bright.
There aren't as much overtones in the lows, making a piano seem more clangy sounding by comparison
Cannonball Adderley: Somethin’ Else (Blue Note):
Playing without, then adding back LL FWfLS:

With FWfLS:
There's more body, resonance, depth, more three dimensionally to the music; it is just less electronic sounding everything feels more natural, like real instruments sound & less like reproduced instruments heard on a good
audio system.
Timing and space seem improved with less overhang. For instance, a quickly played string bass has more
woodenness to it, while intonation and incisiveness are maintained.
Hearing the plucked strings' pitch, the notes' decay trail off in volume just as they should.
(We remarked we are probably hearing everything with much cleaner sound and with better resolution even than
what Rudy Van Gelder was getting as he listened over the monitors in his studio.)

Date Added: 01/14/2020 by Colin Gray
The Firewalls for Loudspeakers are another HUGE success in my system!
This is a perfect example of how one thinks all the ‘noise’ has already been removed from the system, after the
great success of the Firewalls for mains power, but with these new modules now added, yet further dramatic
improvements have been achieved.
These improvements are along the same lines as with the power Firewalls, i.e. simply put, yet more clarity and
realism.
The clear message is that, no matter how good you think that your system sounds, you simply don’t know what
‘noise’ is still there, degrading the SQ of the music, until it has been removed.
Thanks again for yet another remarkable product.

Date Added: 01/05/2020 by Joseph L G
I installed your new Loudspeaker Firewalls on the treble and bass modules of my loudspeakers today and then had
a first listen. I really wasn't expecting to hear an improvement because my high-end shotgun speaker cables are
custom matched to my speakers. But I was pleasantly surprised and wondered if my ears were playing tricks on
me. As good as my speaker cables are, with the Firewalls installed everything just sounds better and more realistic.
Instruments and voices are more convincing in timbre and body, with noticeably better micro-dynamics.The sound
stage is as large and holographic as before, but with a more natural, more cohesive presentation. I sat glued to my
seat for hours, listening to my favorite CDs, hearing delightful subtleties in the recordings that I had not noticed
before. It did not matter which CD I played, it sounded better and more real. For me the Loudspeaker Firewalls are
keepers.

Date Added: 11/24/2019 by Joerg Meinhardt
The Firewall for Loudspeakers after more than 250 active hours.
Please also see my first review from Oct 28, 2019.
Still totally happy with these firewalls on my loudspeakers. Anything I could have hoped for and lots more
improvements!!
Actually the ongoing progress of the burn-in is not as bothering as I know from other recent changes, no matter of
what kind they were. The 3D was sometimes flatter, the dynamics a little smaller, but no harshness at all. So it was
always better than before the implementation and never really frustrating!!!

After a couple of weeks, the room turned impressively more airy and larger again. Transients are driving the
scenery more than ever before. Less resonances also. It reminds me strongly of my previous electrostatic speakers
in those aspects, just without the downsides :) And since then, it still got more of all.
Thanks, Louis and team, again and again and again :)
And for all others:
GO GET THE EARLY BIRD DEAL !!!

Date Added: 11/10/2019 by Nils Berntsson
I have received the loudspeaker firewall and it has now played some 48 hours. There is a substantial improvement
in timbre and fidelity. The sound has excellent transients, 3D perspective and conveys the ambiance of the
recording venue very well.
The loudspeaker firewall is unique in the hifi world and a must have for all enthusiasts.
Congratuations for another excellent product.

Date Added: 10/28/2019 by Joerg Meinhardt
Loudspeaker Firewall first impressions
After a long, but totally understandable waiting time, I received my double pack of the new loudspeaker firewalls for
my bi-wiring speakers yesterday and am so happy now!
Even though, we all know, that parts like these, should have some burn-in time before making a final judgement; I
would like to share my early impressions after only 20 hrs, because it is just so great.
The looks are very special with organic and technical looking parts combined. They feel and look like a valuable
well made piece and to me seem smaller, that the close up pictures, we were able to see earlier.
Plugging in with a good tight grip of the connectors was so easy, because they are carrying the typical red/black
markers.
The very first minutes already showed, that I was listening to a great improvement and this has gotten better with
each hour so far. No initial harshness, but space and details were opening up more with time. So these are my
findings so far:
-- Strongly improved control of sibilance. No sharp or almost metallic artefacts, that I before was hearing
sometimes. It now feels like a believable and natural amount of sibilance.
-- Transients have a great match to the timbre of the source, which makes deciphering complex arrangements
easier, especially with percussion.
-- All sources are richer in sound and display their building materials. Standup bass and piano now reveal their
wooden bodies a lot more besides their strings. The timbres are more specific.
-- Voices are just gorgeous, now popping out a lot more, very clean but still increased richness.
-- Positioning of sources on the stage is more obvious. All seems to have more space and the speakers are not in
the focus of the listening experience,
-- And finally the bass … again deeper and better controlled and more oomph and authority.
You might find my other reviews about my previous LessLoss items, the custom power distributor with firewall, the
C-Marc power cable, or the bang for the buck Bindbreaker. This loudspeaker firewall is a definite no brainer to buy
given the price … especially if you are not bothered with a bi-wire loudspeaker like me. It so much refines the
previous purchases. Hard to imagine, but it still got better … definitely did and probably will even more with the
burn-in.
Thanks so much Louis and LessLoss team for another wonderful product.

Next day:
The space just exploded and I was beamed into another universe.
Had it running at low level all night and morning until I came back from dog walk and shopping … And finally started
listening not being in any way prepared … Just found all sound away from the loudspeakers way into the room and
through the front wall. And everything so smooth still more dynamic and even more oomph bass … and finally a
really big grin in my face :):):):)
Thank you sooooo much, Louis!

Date Added: 10/22/2019 by Apirameth U.
Power distributor with integrated Firewall modules using C-MARC wire throughout.
The power distributor arrived a month ago. After full Burn-in for 3 weeks, yesterday I started to connect it to my
main audio system, first impression is the noise floor level is much lower, the notes of each music instrument are
very well seperated, the sound of intruments are more real.
The dynamics are simply excellent. I feel that the musicians, now, are playing with their soul. Most important thing
is it makes me connect to many albums of music like never before. A very great and world class product.
Thank you to you and the LessLoss team for the professionalism and keep going with continuing to develop great
products like this.

Date Added: 10/17/2019 by Al Martin
I am about 16 hours into listening to the New Speaker Firewalls. And my first reaction is "WOW"! The sound is
more detailed than before and it is remarkably balanced across the audio spectrum. I am hearing the subtle and
slight sub harmonic sounds that a singer will make in a performance. Something that you might observe in real life
but certainly not consistently on a recording. There is just more of a sense of realism. It is quite intoxicating! Even
Recordings that I didn't particularly care for before, I am rediscovering. To top it off I was impressed with the bass
output of one of my recordings when I realized my sub-woofers had been accidently disconnected. I am
speechless. Can't wait to see if these magical devices break in further!

Date Added: 10/16/2019 by Michael Ross, Southfield, USA
First audition of the new Firewall for Loudspeakers.
Just today for an hour or so. Already I hear more detail and feel more drawn into the music! Isn’t that what its all
about?! Hard to turn off my CD player. Funny: after less than 10 minutes the new FWs sounded less harsh and
warmer! I wonder if you have any idea about total recommended break-in period for these little guys?
First 10 minutes: already a quick change! Smoother and warmer and cleaner. A nice ugrade. I thought “this is nice.
If that’s all, well, O.K”. Then after about 50 hours: Wow!. When I thought we were done, another LOVELY
upgrade!! Richer, more zeroed in on the instruments, whatever they were, more music popping out at you! A “it
sounds so present experience". Cleaner yet. And just makes me listen sometimes well past my bedtime…. I wonder
if others have had the same break-in experience with these? Unlike most of my other break-in experiences (mostly
with your products, since those are what I’ve been buying lately!).

Date Added: 10/08/2019 by Jörg Stanislawski
Today I received the loudspeaker Firewalls. They look fascinating and totally unique.

I haven’t got the time today for extensive listening, so I took four discs with different material, listened to four tracks
without the Speaker Firewalls installed and thought to myself, wow it sounds so good.
From the start I didn’t know what to expect with this totally unusual passive device. And it comes with two more
connections, where every HiFi-Pope tells you that it is poison to the sound quality.
I installed the Firewalls and listened to the same tracks again. Maybe not optimal to post a comment right after
unboxing without burn in. But do the Firewalls need any?
What did I get with first listening?
More of everything! More details, bass, ambience, clarity, better separation of instruments, wider frequency
response, dynamic improvement, musicality, and did I mention details?
The discs sounded completely different! I never thought that a passive device like this can come with such a
gigantic improvement.
I sat there stunned and couldn’t believe what I heard.
The speaker Firewall makes the biggest improvement of sound quality ever. This is simply a fantastic device and I
would run out of superlatives to describe it. It’s marvelous! A revolution at a bargain price.
Thank you for creating this wonderful product that outshines anything comparable.
Wow, you have surpassed any thinkable expectation. Great!

Date Added: 08/27/2019 by Arthur Ross, Westport, CT
TO MY MIND, USING THE ART WORLD AS AN EXAMPLE, LESSLOSS TO THE AUDIO CABLE BUSINESS IS
AKIN TO COMPARING THE WORLD OF MONET, DA VINCI AND VAN GOGH TO COMIC BOOK ART.

Date Added: 08/26/2019 by Joseph LG
I finally finished the power conditioner/distributor. I could have finished it a long time ago, but other projects took
priority. With the FW module and cables you provided, it was not difficult to assemble. Pics of the completed project
are attached. I also attached a photo of the LessLoss-provided parts.
Specs as follow:
- LessLoss custom FW module (custom 4-unit long 64X)
- LessLoss C-MARC cabling throughout
- Oyaide R0 receptacles
- Oyaide WPC-Z aluminum mounting frames with carbon fiber plates
- Box construction: 1.1" thick cherry wood, glue assembled, rounded corners and clear lacquer finish
- Outside box dimensions: 12.6" long x 7" wide x 7" tall
The box is just long enough to accommodate the 4-64X module, power inlet and cable bends.
The box could have been a couple of inches shorter in height and a tad narrower, but I wanted it to have some
extra clearance inside for cable bends and potential future modifications, and I wanted the box to have some extra
mass for vibration absorption and stability.The bottom of the box has a 1.1" thick removable panel that also solidly
supports the FW module.
Thank you for all your advice and for providing the custom four-unit-long FW and pre-attached C-MARC cabling. It
will take a while to burn-in. I look forward to its utility in my system.
Update Sept. 1, 2019:

Today after checking all the receptacles with a plug checker and getting a green light on all, I connected the
distributor to the wall receptacle with a C-MARC Power Cable and plugged in my audio gear. When I turned
everything on the first thing I noticed was that I could no longer hear the slight hiss that I used to hear standing a
few inches in front of my loudspeakers. It wasn't bad before, but I didn't expect such silence. I had to look at my
amplifier to be sure the tubes were glowing. From the listening position the sound seems a tad cleaner and the
bass a little stronger than before. Those are my first impressions on first listen without any burn-in. I believe the
reduction in audible noise at the speaker driver face is evidence that the 4-64X FW module is doing something
positive in my system. I already had standalone 64X FW modules at each component power inlet (and still do), so
the added quadruple 64X power distributor with its high-grade components, made a discernible difference in my
system.
Joseph LG
Los Angeles, CA

Date Added: 08/20/2019 by H, New York
The Less Loss C-MARC range is the most appealing and effective cabling and power treatment I have ever found
at its price point and at those 2x or 3x above. To get to the punchline, a complete set — interconnects, speaker
cables, digital coax, power cords, and C-MARC Firewall 64x for each component — delivered in my system created
(1) more focus and coherence around vocals and instrumentation along with a larger soundstage (2) less
harshness around some highs; and (3) rich but controlled and tighter bass. The biggest improvement, however, is
in the overall musicality and listening engagement which is MUCH higher with the C-MARC cable set for every
genre of music I tried. The cabling allows the listener to shift focus from the cerebral aspects of critical listening in
which each part of the musical performance is considered in a piecemeal manner to simply enjoying the music. For
any one who values their system and is open to improvement, an audition of the full C-MARC kit is highly
recommended and I would say should be nearly a requirement for anyone starting a system from scratch.
For those for whom some more detail might be of interest — I currently have three high end systems, each with a
different character. Over the years, I have seriously listened to a dozen different brands of cabling and power
conditioning at a range of price points commensurate with the level of investment in each overall system. Virtually
all sets of cables were above the price of a full C-MARC set -- at times many multiples above. Each set of cables
had pros and cons and some stayed in each system and when they did, it would be the full set of cables for
coherence. Often moving from one set cables to another in each system usually changed one or two aspects of the
presentation of the music. At times, while there was shift, the "net" result was not an improvement in my judgement.
Other times, there was a "net" improvement but there remained a weakness in some aspect. The "best" cabling in
my judgement lowers the noise floor of the system and "stays out" of the way as much as possible.
In many circumstances, the specific character of a set of cables can be used to compensate for the opposite
characteristics the components possess. For example, "bright" cabling can compensate for a "dark" set of
components. In my experience, this approach always leaves a sub-optimal net result but may be the most practical
approach given the components in question. C-MARC’s character is neutral and I could not discern any particular
emphasis the cables brought — they were not brighter or darker; they didn’t accentuate one part of the recording
over the others; they did not appear to be faster or slower than other cables etc. Their main effect was to increase
the effortlessness and fluidity of the music while improving the coherence and size of the soundstage. Imagine a
sort of haze around the band or orchestra members that other cables impart or allow — C-MARC simply eliminated
the haze (and occasional harness around some highs). In this sense, I believe C-MARC is likely eliminating various
types of noise and interference present within and among the components of the system, letting each play its role
in the music delivery with minimal negative artifacts introduced. The net result was a notable increase in musicality
and engagement with the music.
For anyone considering C-MARC one step at a time, my suggestion would be to start with either speaker cables or
power cords. If it is possible to audition the whole set, even if finances may preclude the purchase of a whole set at
once, I would recommend doing so, so that the full potential of the system in question can be heard with
comprehensive C-MARC cabling.
For any skeptics reading this, I had no interest in changing the cabling in any of my systems which were all
performing well. Konstantin at Atelier 13 in Nashville offered to send me a C-MARC set at his expense just to see
what I thought. In the end, the overall effect was so profound I purchased the full set — they were that good. At the

C-MARC price level, and at many price levels above, I have not found a better set of cabling that works equally well
with tubes and solid-state, high efficiency horns and low efficiency two-way etc. C-MARC lets the inherent quality of
whatever you have shine through to its fullest.

Date Added: 07/31/2019 by Frank47
It's always after adding to or changing something in your audiosystem that you realise it was not perfect before.
So when for the first time (oct. '18) I added a Firewall 64X to my C.E.C. transport I was astonished that there could
be such an improvement in 3D performance, quietness around voices and instruments, an even more tightened
expression of the mid-lows and lows etc etc. Because spaciousness, clear definition and separation of instruments
in highend reproduction is what I like I thought I had reached that already quite well in my system. But indeed.... it
did become better with the Firewall 64X. Immediately I regretted not to have ordered more Firewalls for this
attractive earlybird price.
However half a year later there was this upgrade version of the Firewall: the C-Marc Firewall 64X and indeed again
with earlybird special prices. So in june '19 I received a package with 5 of the new Firewalls. Systematically I
-first replaced the CD-transport Firewall for the new one: no doubt about it, still more improvement in the qualities I
described before.
-then I daisy-chained 3 of the new Firewalls before the power distribution as advised in some reviews. I was not
happy with that solution: although very airy I experienced the overall sound as "lost in control", "disorderly".
-then succesively I added a new Firewall to my tube DAC, the tube pre-amp, both the tube monoblocks and
everyone of these steps meant a further improvement in highend quality of my system, the 2nd to 5th step maybe
not as overwhelming as the first one, but clearly observable.
Now about 6 weeks after first implementation of the new Firewalls it's still getting better especially in definition and
quiteness which for some probably sounds odd but which means that there is no "smearing" of other noises around
the instruments/voices you like to hear.
Non-audiophiles will probably say: but it's about the music. We audiophiles know that perfect reproduction of this
same music let you enjoy this same music so much more. These Firewalls mean a large step into the direction to
the perfect sound.

P.S.: In recent years I sometimes thought about changing my powercables. You can understand I stopped thinking
about that now....

Date Added: 07/30/2019 by George Volinsky
My Firewall 64x is working miracles in my system.
Put simply, giant speakers in a tiny room completely disappear and I am in the music, a part of the music.
Thanks for all you do.

Date Added: 07/24/2019 by Joerg Mehnhardt
Custom power distributor with six onboard Firewall 64X modules.
Just received the distributor today. Almost had to ask how to get it out of the perfectly made box :)
It looks way better in real life as I thought, and I see, that you intentionally rounded the edges on each part, which I
misinterpreted on the pictures.
The color fits nicely into the room and it looks impressive overall. Moved it behind the rack though after the first few
songs and knowing, I will never turn back.
What can I say … bass again deeper, stronger and better controlled. Richer colors and textures, more "organic".
More consistent and coherent sound sources of all kinds. And more palpable. I almost tried to grab a harmonica.

And all this within less than an two hours after plug-in.
Unfortunately, you did not send any instructions … So, how can I get rid of the musicians in my room. They won’t
leave even after finishing their songs :)
Louis, chapeau!!!!
Thanks for this wonderful device (is this just a device???) and thank you too for your patience with me.
It was a lot of fun to chat with you, and I hope, I did not get on your nerves too much.
My review for publishing has to wait until later, after a little more burn-in.
Thanks again and have a great weekend,
Joerg
Daily responses follow:
--So glad, you could convince me to go this direction !!!!!
--Man, I love this distributor !!!!!
--I thought, I knew about you making good gear already … but this new experience is … like Venus … another planet :)
--Sitting here 500 km from home since Sunday, visiting my Dad, and cannot wait to hear the improvement tomorrow
night!!
--After a long train ride, I finally got to enjoy the stereo and "THE DISTRIBUTOR”.
Surprise … my stereo sounds so much more natural after 5x24/7 :):):)
Thank you so much for your inventions wrapped into such an entertaining social connection !!!!
--Just listening while I type this … wonderfully rich, powerful and smooth at the same time, just making me happy !!!
Have a great weekend!
--Wow, burn-in milestone … sibilance finally down a lot, which was my biggest challenge since ever I started my
digital only stereo. All is rich and has a body, bass finally punches. Thanks so much for this wonderful device!!!
What possibly can the cable add to this :)
Best regards
Joerg
--The Black Eyes Peas “Elephunk” (Hip-Hop) never sounded so good with clear and rich voices and slamming
punchy bass driving it, WOW WOW WOW, very cool.
Not a real Hip-Hop fan, but this one gets played sometimes
---

Great chance today to get a second opinion.
My stepson was over with his family. He is a professional flamenco guitar player and has a widespread taste for all
kinds of music.
We send all females out of the room ...
Then, I asked him to choose music, that he remembered on my stereo … without telling him the reason.
He came up with Mr. Bungle, some very extraordinary experimental rock band with interesting sounds and good
recording. We didn't play it recently, but it was obvious, when the first bass sounds came in and he had to smile.
This was not possible before, especially now with feeling the bass with your body. The next thing he could
describe, was the way better separation of instruments and voices. He agreed to more natural sounds as well. And
he continued with other songs and later with other bands. We cranked it up very high and had so much fun !!
Will be hard to wait for the other cables :)
Thanks again Louis!!
--Just had a wonderful listening of my stereo. Unbelievable what happened after my last email. Since last
Wednesday, the voices are considerably improving, standing out more with more texture and details … and less
sibilance. The remaining sibilance is closer coupled to the rest of the voice and sounds more like real. The stage
takes the entire room, at least ahead of me, with even more space between the instruments. Was it the C-MARC
power cable or the distributor?? Probably teamwork :)
And yes, terrible burn-in days before with different surprises like flat stage, dull voices, resonances … But I know
this for quite some time, not only with your products :)

Date Added: 07/16/2019 by Johnathan Popan
After purchasing c-marc large hookup wiring for soldering inside my speakers and being extremely impressed with
the performance, I started e-mailing Louis where we got onto the subject of the firewall 64x units, which led to the
ordering of the custom power distribution unit. While I was waiting for the power distribution unit I purchased a
super c-marc power cable and I was again very much impressed no matter what I connected it. The first unit I
connected it to was my PC monitor(Asus pa279q). The moment I started looking at videos, playing blu rays and
gaming I immediately noticed that it looked like a completely different monitor. The black levels were much deeper
and the contrast was definitely higher to the point where the difference between brighter parts of a scene and
where the shadows are have a realistic difference between them. A thick grey veil was taken away leaving colors
that were much more natural, vibrant, vivid and lifelike. The way that the super c-marc power cable reveals the
finest and most minute details in the image leads me to believe that it increases the resolution of the image in ways
that no amount of resolution from the graphics card can. It increases resolution, it increases image depth by a lot, it
takes away that sameness effect that the RF gives and causes every object to look like it is it's own object and it's
in its own space. After enjoying the image quality that the super c-marc power cable gave the monitor, I then
connected it to the xmc-1 pre/pro and I immediately was amazed at how it increased the resolution and
transformed the sound-stage from being flat to having depth. There definitely were other differences like much
lower noise levels, more natural tone, smoother more liquid sound, although the number 1 factor that stood out to
me was the increase in resolution and the transformation of the sound-stage. When I connected it to the PC, I
noticed a lot of the same differences like when I connected it to the processor although to a lesser degree and it did
not change the sound-stage like when it was connected to the processor. The number 1 difference it made
connected to the PC is lack of noise and smoothness. There was also a difference in video quality, although again,
not to the same degree as when connected directly to the monitor.
Before I get into how the custom Lessloss power distribution unit sounds like, let's get into the specifications:
- Chassis mostly made out of 1 1/2" thick oak-wood
- Two thick slabs of panzerholz plywood(to bolt/glue the inlet/outlets into it)
- 1 IeGo AC-01 BK(Cu-Au) inlet
- 4 Furutech GTX-S NCF(R) outlets
- Polished and grounded(with large internal hookup wire) copper shields around the inlet and outlets
- All Lessloss c-marc triaxial internal wiring

- 12 firewall 64x units
After connecting a super c-marc power cable from the power outlet to the inlet of the distribution unit and four
connecting from the power distribution unit to the PC, the XMC-1 processor and the two benchmark AHB2
amplifiers I fired up the equipment to hear how it would sound. When I started to play some music, I immediately
heard the purist, most calm, pleasant and mesmerizing sound coming out of a black hole of complete silence as
there was absolutely no sibilant in the sound with just empty space between each note. It's as if a very thick and
abrasive blanket of static colored steel wool(called RF) has been taken out of the sound which imparted a brittle,
dry and closed/collapsed sound that always bites into your ears but is now unbelievably smooth and liquid that
flows out of the speakers like water. The sound-stage, at this point, is completely open and holographic, with each
sound, not artificially laser-etched into the sound-stage, but effortlessly floating in mid-air separate from other
sounds much like in reality. Instead of having a sound that is resolutely and tonally masked, uninteresting/bland
and lifeless because of the blanket of steel wool, the sound is extremely vivid, revealing the finest detail, nuances
and colors. The sound is much more tangible, defined, rich and full transporting you to the venue where the artist is
singing. The attacks have plenty of contrast and inter-lapping of decay from various instruments are easily heard.
The resolution and smoothness go hand-in-hand creating a sound that is not smooth but dark, or resolute but
cold/analytical, but a sound that is just right. As far as color/timbre/tonality is concerned, each individual sound is
vibrantly painted with many various shades of organic colors as if rainbows are bursting forth from my speakers,
that especially make acoustic instruments sound very authentic and real. Electric guitars and electronic music
aren't quite as tonally rich although they also do have a certain tone to them. I'd also like to make a quick mention
of my experience of re-playing Alan Wake after adding this unit to my system. If you've ever played Alan Wake, you
know that it's not necessarily a terrifying horror game, although it most certainly does have an eerie, moody and
dark atmosphere to it. After adding this unit to my system, playing the game was much more entertaining, vivid,
engaging and well, eerie. I really felt the game's dark atmosphere coming alive in the room as I ran across Bright
Falls in the night, going from mission to mission. After owning this Legendary product for a few months I can most
certainly say that there are very few words that can describe this unit's performance. It is truly in a class of its own.
In conclusion, I would have to say that this unit really reveals the soul of the music. It eliminates other-worldy
amounts of RF and leaves you with a high resolution, vivid, organic, beautiful, confident, expressive, holographic
and rich sound that has plenty of definition. You are left with living music.
Thank you Louis and Lessloss team for building the crown jewel of my audio system! This unit has taken my
system much closer to the peak of mount Everest!

Date Added: 07/12/2019 by Joerg Meinhardt
Just got my distributor loaded with 6 integrated units of Firewall 64x two weeks ago and have enjoyed it so much.
Will write a report on this separately.
So curious, what the other LessLoss products might be like after getting to know the fantastic Firewall Distributor, I
ordered one C-MARC Power Cable. Just to get an idea, what the next year end bonus should be financing.
I received it this morning and without burn-in took a half hour listen. It was surprising, that it would beat my previous
power cable like nothing even at this early stage. Again the typical things, that happen with LessLoss: Stronger,
deeper, better controlled bass, an amazing extension of the stage space especially behind the front wall for the
cable, better and more stable placement, instruments and voices have more body, sound richer, still more detailed.
And all seems believable and natural.
I put this cable between wall outlet and the LessLoss distributor.
The upgrade with the distributor was so phenomenal, and still the C-MARC comes with this surprise of further
improvement.
I am happy and will replace all other cables with C-MARCs.
I was starting to think about adding subwoofers, but adding the LessLoss Firewall distributor plus the C-MARC
power cable really made it senseless. Is it the amp, that does not have to 'over-work' on super high frequencies and
instead can focus on the relevant ones … especially the bass?? Amazing what my speakers can produce if you feed
it right!

Thanks, Louis!!!

Date Added: 06/18/2019 by Michael Sadighpour
This week-end I decided to install the C-MARC Firewall 64X units on my KEF LS50W active speakers. (One on
each speaker) along with 2 C-MARC power cables per speaker and 1 for my power conditioner. At first I was
somewhat disappointed and underwhelmed. I let the system play music, lowered the volume and listened again the
next day. You know you have something special installed in your system when you start listening to your usual test
tracks and you won't go beyond the 1st one because the difference is so big and the sound is so pleasing to the
ears that you just keep listening! In the past few years of getting into audiophilia, this was the learned lesson! When
you keep changing tracks or don't listen for long sessions to the system, many a time, it is not the music, but the
incorrect presentation of it that is subconsciously non-engaging and bothersome. With new C-MARC power cords
and C-MARC FW64X filters, there is no extra emphasis on highs or lows. It's just a proper presentation of music
across the spectrum. I don't even turn it up that much as the music is all there. Highs, lows, vocals with exceptional
details, all flowing in liquid form. The music just flows as if l have added a Chord DAC with crazy high number of
taps! A great way to improve the sound in your system. These are component level improvements. Great for folks
with all in one active speakers with built in DAC and streamer who think they can't upgrade their sound. Well done
Louis and the LessLoss team.

Date Added: 06/10/2019 by Aleksander Astrov, Estonia (currently based in Hungary & Austria)
One word that seems to pop up more often than others in the reviews of LessLoss products is 'natural.' But what
exactly is 'natural'?
I was born on the 'wrong' side of the Iron Curtain. So my love-affair with recorded music began through reel-to-reel
machines (luckily, good Soviet rip-offs of ReVox or Akai ones). When, at some point, I first saw The Beatles on
VHS, I had to leave the room. The 'real' fab four looked utterly disappointing; certainly less real to me than the
image I already had in my mind. And 'image' here refers not to visual representation, but to 'imagination.'
The point I am trying to make: I do not expect recordings to transport me to the venues where they were made, be
it a studio or a concert hall. I want them 'to take me places' instead, imaginary places that artists created while
recording them (in an attempt, I suspect, to 'escape' any studio or a concert hall). That is what music is for me:
human creation that, once brought into the world of nature, sounds like it belongs there. If 'nature' is 'creation' in the
biblical sense, then 'art' is a continuous quest for extending 'nature,' premised on the belief that humans, as part of
creation, are capable of - or even tasked with - providing such an extension.
I guess, you may call me a 'romantic' listener, as opposed to the 'analytical' one. I won't argue with that, as long as
my 'romanticism' is not confused with a tonal preference for mellower, euphonic sound often described as
'musicality.' I think 'musicality' is a concept useful for distinguishing music, as an artistic extension of nature, from
just any sound. Yet, its usefulness is mostly limited to the realm of composition and performance, and becomes
more questionable once we are talking about reproduction. You cannot turn sound into music by putting it through
a high-end amplifier. You can, however, turn music into sound by playing it through some inadequate gear.
My main 'players' are: an R2R DAC (Metrum Acoustics Pavane), a valve pre and a hybrid power amps from Croft
Acoustics, and the full-range Eclipse TD712zMk2 speakers. Common to all of them is priority given to speed,
dynamics and timing. (It is not by chance that with all these three brands sooner or later you run into some,
however distant, reference to Quad electrostatics.) Also of note with Crofts and Metrum is their tonal richness, and
with the Eclipses, the lack of internal resonances inevitable with more conventional speaker designs.
Consequently, Eclipses are sometimes accused of being 'cold,' 'dry,' 'lean' or 'strident.' In my experience, this is
where cables begin to matter.
With the LessLoss speaker wires, Eclipses sound anything but dry or strident, and not because of some added
'warmth.' What happens here is rather different. Whereas with other, perfectly revealing cables, instruments appear
as flat placeholders located in a pseudo three-dimensional space, with C-MARC in the same system, there is a
dense, continuous, breathing space entirely made-up of transients. Physicists have recently discovered that even
the 'quantum leap' - the fastest event known to science - is in fact gradual, rather than instantaneous. Needless to

say, so is the pluck of a string or a hit at a drum or triangle. If the components are literally up to speed with these
musical events, transients are omnipresent. And then everything unfolds in time. Even space - the
much-talked-about soundstage - becomes infused with skilfully controlled timing. And this is when sound becomes
music. For this to happen, nothing should hold the components back; and it is cabling - internal, interconnects, and
power - that often does.
In my system, the addition of C-Marc speaker wires moved the overall performance further in that specific direction:
from sound to music. The fact that this move was due to the cables was confirmed when later I added new C-Marc
Firewall modules: one before the power distributor, one before the DAC, and one before the preamp (other
configurations are possible, each resulting in a distinctively different flavour, but I found this one to be the most
satisfying). I suspect, with the power-conditioning modules, the physics of it is somewhat different from that of the
speaker wires, but the nature of the overall improvement is easily recognisable.
If you are interested in the physics of it all, I suggest you ask Louis. Personally, I found his responses to my
questions to be not only absolutely honest, but also intellectually illuminating. To stay true to my own 'romantic'
disposition, I wrap it up with one example from extended listening sessions.
I cannot say LessLoss cables allowed me to hear sounds I never heard in recordings without them. But it was only
with them in the system that I realised, for example, that Dino Saluzzi and Anja Lechner were not just playing tango
on their Ojos Negros album; they were 'dancing' it with their instruments. I could vividly experience clouds of
audible air bouncing off each other and then blending into some new sounds, no longer identifiable exclusively with
either bandoneon or cello. 'You take two bodies and you twirl them into one,' as Paul Simon once put it in his poetic
take on love-making…

Date Added: 06/09/2019 by Joerg Meinhardt
Daisy-Chained 4 Firewall 64Xs
Last year's Firewall 64Xs were in my system between distributor and the devices. One for digital Music Server, 2
for the DAC, 1 for the integrated Amp. For this setup, please see my comments from June 25, 2018.
Now while waiting for the ordered upgrade to the C-MARC Firewall 64X; I started a discussion with Lessloss's
Louis and asked about a distributor with these 4 firewalls on board, one for each device and the forth shared by all.
Fortunately, Louis shared his experience, that all firewalls shared by all devices would lead to a way better result.
So I tried this with my existing 4 firewalls being daisy-chained before the distributor. My concerns were, that the
digital devices would be polluting the power after the filters and affect the partner devices.
But once I switched over, my jaws dropped again, just like last year. Just take all the effects from last year's
comments and multiply. Less sibilance, bigger and more defined soundstage ... and the bass, deeper, stronger,
and better controlled.
And on top of this: I suffer from pretty polluted power brought to my door. And it got a lot worse earlier this year,
which made me add 2 more power filters with "conservative" electronics (not from Lessloss). Now, I tried to
disconnect them, and it was great, all the mids resonances and colorations were gone. This was not possible
without the daisy-chaining. The Lessloss filters now have a lot more lively and believable presentation, than with
the electronic filters.
Try it, you'll like it :)
As soon as I tested this, I changed my upgrade order into a custom made distributor from Lessloss with 5 outlets,
internal C-MARC wiring and a 6 times Firewall power. So exciting to get it !!!
Thanks so much, Louis, for your guidance!!!

Date Added: 06/08/2019 by mdc

My impressions of the 2 units 'C-MARC' Firewall 64X that I have now used since about one month.
I am happy to report again a clear upgrade of the sound of my system.
Nothing special to say about the first weeks (the usual step back followed by a period of strange ups and downs)
but ever since a few days ago, my system is really singing.
All the ‘traits’ of each and every previous upgrade are present but it’s clearly, and again, a much better sound: the
music simply sounds better. More details, more slam, more ‘finesse’, more involvement and more emotions. A
certain ‘richness’ now, also.
As reported previously, and I've been a LessLoss customer since many years, and this new upgrade is again
transformational to the sound of my system.
And again, as before, it’s not limited to more and better bass or a more refined treble or anything/everything
in-between.
The whole system simply sounds better and the music is elevated to yet again another level…
There is an example that I want to use but I fear it might be misinterpreted. Anyway, here we go: I have a
‘Loudness’ function/button on my Accuphase amplifier that I actually use when listening (more casually, obviously)
to music at low level.
I like what this function does. The music is not bass heavy but on the contrary sounds very good.
I sometimes use it on some cd’s, even at somewhat higher volume level, as it clearly adds a round and more
pleasant sound without boomy bass that is often linked with these 'loudness' type tone controls.
My attention was caught by the music sounding so good, at rather high volume, and I believed that this loudness
function was on while it was in fact not.
I know that purists hate tone controls and it may be that Accuphase has mastered this 'loudness thing,' but with the
addition of the 2 C-MARC Firewall 64X units, the music sounds like I have added tone controls ‘in some perfect
way’ with just that touch of perfectly rounded emphasis that makes everything so involving.
The example I use may scare potential customers, hence my warning.
I am not an audiophile and I don’t master the vocabulary.
But what I mean is that the C-MARC Firewall 64X takes the sound to a richer level, more ‘organic’ as in ‘less
digital’, i.e. more pleasant, more detailed with a richer and more informative treble as well.
Also, and I will use this expression for the first time, there is more silence between the notes, as if a remastering
engineer removed the ‘noise’ on the cd’s.
I simple hear more music.
I have used repeatedly ‘rich’ and ‘richer’ to define my impressions. Again, it is meant in a good way: the sound is
now clearer but addictive, adding another level of detail and involvement, a new sense of discovery, as well.
And yes, I listen to entire cd’s; I don’t limit myself to test cd’s I know, the usual suspects that are always used to
test new equipment. Those, also, sound better which is a very strange feeling when it comes to music that I have
been listening to in some cases for 20 years: ‘that’ was there for all those years and I only hear it today?
I am sure the sound will further evolve during the next weeks but this is again very, very promising.
And all this is experienced in connection with using the custom made power distributor which still "only" uses the
previous Firewall technology...

Date Added: 05/26/2019 by Jeff W

I am listening to Born To Run (album) for the first ( the 1,000th) time. I am experiencing the excitement of a live
concert two rooms away from the stereo in my home. I think it is important to start with that. This upgrade (from
original to new 64X) is all about emotion and musical expression. The sound is much better to be sure but the
MUSIC!
This is my fifth generation of FW modules and having been less than blown away by the step from 5X to original
64X (better but not huge) I felt foolish going for these. I really felt like it was purely OCD to have to have the latest- I
mean it was still 64- no bigger number and I have a LessLoss power distributer with 5 of the 64 modules- and
about double the list price - but I was "weak" and placed my order.
I fear that others may follow this logic and abstain. That would be a huge mistake. In my system, even with the
loaded power distributer and excellent cables and a dedicated power line this is FAR and away the biggest
upgrade ever. If you led me into the room blindfolded and told me my speakers and amp had been changed out for
components of 5 times the price I would say it's worth the money with no hesitation.
I am not sure where to start with sonics. Clarity, detail ( but NOT treble edge), the most incredible soundstage and
imaging I have ever heard, bass that no stand mounted monitor should be capable of- my wife says it hurts her
chest cavity in the next room-but with tremendously increased tonality in the bass region.
The expressiveness keeps coming back as the main issue. It's not just that you don't want to change to the next
track- it seems like it would be rude to the performer!
Three week break in so don't fret. Highest recommendation. No looking back!

Date Added: 05/26/2019 by Jörg Stanislawski
New C-MARC™ Firewall 64X module

When I received the news that there is a new "C-MARC" Firewall module coming, I thought to myself whether it
would be worth upgrading with these relatively minor changes to the former normal lead 64X. But I ordered one
new Firewall 64X module.
So my configuration until the new one arrived looked like this:
Wall socket —> best C-MARC power cord —> old standard lead Firewall 64X module —> passive power distributor
(no filter inside)
—> preamp (no change of power cable possible, captive)
—> power amp (no change of power cable possible, captive)
—> best C-MARC power cord —> LessLoss Echo’s End DAC
—> DAC to Preamp —> LessLoss Anchorwave cable
—> DFPC Original —> CD-player, used as Drive Transport only —> Light Harmonic AES/EBU cable (has to be
replaced also with C-MARC cable at a later date) into DAC
—> Pre- to Power amp —> LessLoss Homage to Time XLR cable
—> Power amp to speakers —> C-MARC speaker cables
When the new C-MARC Firewall 64X module arrived, I let the the normal 64X stay and connected the new one
directly to the CD-player. Right after installation the difference was shocking. I expected minor changes to the
better, but this was extraordinary. It sounded better focused, instruments could be located more easily, I heard
much more detail, absent before, and bass response had more depth and punch than before. So again, all the
frequency parameters from the low end to the highest highs improved in a way that could only possibly be had with
a change of gear that would cost several times the price of the new C-MARC Firewall 64X module.
Then I removed the new module from the CD-player and connected it to the Echo's End Reference DAC. I didn't
expect a big change here, as the DAC received its power through the best C-MARC power cable anyway. But I was
wrong again, the improvement was in the same league as it was on the CD-player. The differences are only slight
and I couldn't pin it down exactly, sorry. That was amazing. It would be an interesting comparison to replace the
C-MARC power cord with a DFPC Original on the DAC with the new 64X module in place. I can't try this, as I have

only one DFPC left.
Could it be that it is a better way to get the new Firewall 64X module first, and upgrade to the best power cord
later? If I could afford it, I would install the new C-MARC Firewall 64X module on every piece of gear and maybe a
second one on the power distributor. I can't imagine how that would sound, but it seems to me that this would
achieve a gigantic improvement.
So in the end I removed the normal 64X from the power distributor and replaced it with the new C-MARC Firewall
64X, so that everything in the chain could profit, but to a lesser degree each. And that was what I expected after
trying the new module on the DAC and the CD-player.
So the new Firewall 64X module comes with a big improvement in overall sound quality. And the best is, that all
these improvements come with no downside at all. The presentation after several upgrades over the years has
improved yet again. The musicality is outstanding without any annoying artifacts at all. What I have now is a total
relaxed and satisfying listening experience. The C-MARC Firewall 64X is an upgrade with the biggest bang for the
buck. It may seem expensive at first, but it is not, when you consider what substantial improvement comes with it.

Thanks for this great product.

Date Added: 05/22/2019 by Colin Gray
[C-MARC Firewall 64X]
Just a quick update on initial impressions. My normal policy is to make only one change at a time and in the context
of the standard lead Firewall F64X, I only added them one at a time about one week apart. With that previous
experience and knowing the very long burn-in times, I confidently chose this time to break with tradition and add
two C-MARC Firewall 64X, to the front end (CD transport and DEQX) and leave the remaining three to be added to
the power amps after my holiday.
After adding these first two at about 1130 am, I did not listen to any music until my normal listening session at 7
pm, so only some 7.5 hours of burn-in. Given my original FW64X were in my system for many months and well
burned-in, I was initially expecting a slight drop off in SQ with the new versions as they would still need much
longer burn-in.
However.......... improvements were immediately obvious;
First was the bass – clearer and better defined.
Then the vocals – same as above and therefore also more real.
Of course, by now I was hearing this to be true for all instruments and backing vocals.
It now seemed that every aspect of the track(s), vocals and instruments, were now enjoying so much more of their
own space in the soundstage. For example, hearing backing vocalists further back in the soundstage and much
clearer is simply fantastic.
One song nearly had me in tears such was the emotion in the female vocalist voice and that she sounded like she
was in my living room !
Brilliant result, yet they are nowhere near run in and there are three more to be added to the power amps !!!!
Congratulations to you and your team, you have done it again.

Date Added: 05/02/2019 by GERARD FRANCE
In September 2018 I upgraded 10 Firewall 1X units to 10 Firewall 64X (1 of which was placed on the power inlet to
the entire system). Results were excellent. Then later I experimented with a new configuration: placing two Firewall
64X units on each power inlet for prepreamp and 2 mono amps. Results were substantially better. A really new
summit of sound quality. Then I tried the same idea with two FW64X on CD transport and on the DAC. Result: the
same performance that I previously got only from analog sources. But it is very interesting that the sound is now not

only better but also different. For the first time in my long life of listening to music I now feel with this setup as much
pleasure when I listen to CD as I do listening to analog on vinyl.

Date Added: 04/15/2019 by Michael Sadighpour
The USB Firewall key outperformed the Audioquest Jitterbug, ifi audio's i-defender and i-silencer. Just one of these
transformed my car audio to a new level. Using it with an iphone with Audioquest Carbon usb wire and listening to
Tidal and lossless files reveals never before heard nuances of music. worth it!

Date Added: 12/14/2018 by Colin Gray
Over the many years (40+) I have been improving my system, it has been said to me many times, by people in the
industry, that you can have all the ‘boutique’ components you can inside your equipment, but unless the power
supplies are the best possible, these components are a waste of money.
Some years ago, I added 4 of the original DIY Firewall modules into my system and the point made above was
proved yet again to be true. On news of the latest generation 64X version, I placed an order for 4 units. Not to
replace the originals which are still in my system, but to be additional to those.
I read all the positive reviews of those who had their units before me and this only added to the frustration of
waiting.
However, it was worth the wait! Yes, they do need significant time to burn-in, but these new units are simply
superb. I won’t repeat what others have said, simply take it as true and in no way exaggerated.
Last year I upgraded my amps to Gato PWR-222s and this brought about a tremendous improvement in SQ.
However, now feeding the AC power to the amps through the Firewall F64X has brought about a bigger
improvement in SQ than the amps on their own did.
I have absolutely no doubt that any system, no matter how expensive, will sound better if the power is fed through
a Firewall 64X.

Date Added: 11/17/2018 by Neill L.
[Custom power distributor, solid oakwood housing, four integrated Firewall modules onboard, C-MARC internal
hook-up wire throughout, six European Schuko outlets.]

I have had the unit a few weeks. I am listening to it now.
I am genuinely astounded how much difference it has made. My system was already very resolving, but it is now
astonishingly good.
I feel I can actually ‘see into the mix.’
Were you to know my views on audiophile product marketing and spurious science being used to sell kit, you would
understand how odd I sound to myself. I just heaped hyperbolic praise on a mains filtering distribution block.
I was genuinely unaware that something so relatively 'low tech' (from the perspective of the rest of my kit) could
make such an astounding difference.
Now insanely fast, ultra resolving with fast, tightly controlled bass that moves stuff.
Unequivocally recommended.

Thank you.
Thank you very much.
Neill

Date Added: 11/14/2018 by michael sadighpour
I have the KEF LS50W active speaker system which is a speaker with built in amplification, DAC and streamer. I
ordered qty:4 of the 64X Firewalls (2 on each speaker) and it has completely transformed the system as if I have
upgraded components and also larger speakers. That fatiguing sound of digital audio is gone, rendering an
organic, more lifelike presentation with a much bigger soundstage. Try at least one. It goes to show that good
power is paramount in quality sound.

Date Added: 08/26/2018 by Joseph LG
I received my first batch of the 64X units and after a week of daisy-chain hookup to a FryCorder2 I replaced all my
1Xs and 5Xs on my main system with 64X, so now every component has a 64X at its power input. I really did not
expect to hear any change, but I did, for the better. Every track I play sounds cleaner, clearer, and more tonally
correct. Whatever those little wooden boxes are doing, it is remarkable.

Date Added: 08/25/2018 by Jim Stathakis
Installing the Firewall 64X into my system in May 2018, I noticed the immediate emergence of subtle cues that had
previously been inaudibly submerged beneath the parasitic noise "riding" the current into my audio system. Of
course, as one would expect, those cues infused the musical presentation with a latent natural delicacy only hinted
at previously. In my system (Oppo 105 --_ Music Reference RM-200 --_ Magnepan 3.7s), I found the most benefit
when used in conjunction with the tube amplifier.
One major (and somewhat embarrassing) ancillary benefit was that the increased resolution, arising from the
installation of the Firewall, permitted me to reposition the speakers with greater precision. The synergistic results
have been most enjoyable. Throughout the audio spectrum there is greater focus, as well as, a more cohesive
soundstage. Bass is more tunefully solid, highs are naturally airy and crystalline, and music flows with greater
harmonic richness and nuance. These improvements have been more fully realized with usage.
I have placed an order for a second 64X.

Date Added: 08/22/2018 by rh
Received my first Firewall 64X about 2 weeks ago and I’m really happy with what it did for the sound.
The results are amazing, more natural sound and more of everything.
Well worth your money!

Date Added: 08/08/2018 by mdc
Since almost three weeks now, the 2 Firewall 64X that I have ordered are burning in, respectively on the cd player
(Accuphase DP-430) and on the amplifier (Accuphase E-370).
They have replaced two Firewall 5X that have replaced the first version of the Firewall.
After about 50 hours of irregular play and unconvincing results (‘bloated’ bass and loss of details compared to the
Firewall 5X), the sound started to change rapidly when I left my system on almost 24/7 during a long weekend.
To cut a long story short and after around 250 hours, this is probably the best product you came up with since I first
started to be a LessLoss customer.
Over the last 6 years, I have purchased three DFPC power cords, upgraded to DFPC Signature, HTT cable loom,
C-Marc power cables upgraded to Super C-Marc cables and C-Marc XLR interconnect and speaker cables and, as
mentioned, the various forms of the Firewalls in-line conditioners.

And let’s not forget the distributor you made for me.
Each of these products was a clear upgrade compared to its predecessor (expect maybe for the HTT interconnect
and speaker cables that never really and/or fully convinced me or simply because the interconnect and speaker
cables they replaced were probably very good, albeit much more expensive).
But nothing prepared me for the upgrade that the 2 Firewalls 64X brought to the sound of my system.
I never heard it sounding so dynamic, detailed and powerful.
Bass is out of this world: slam and ‘finesse’ at the same time and perfectly balanced with the rest of the music that
is now clearly more detailed and ‘richer’.
The level of improvement that these two Firewall 64X bring to my system is simply stunning.

Date Added: 08/08/2018 by Jörg Stanislawski
The Firewall 64X that I received a few days ago replaced the 1X that I used on my passive power distributor.
Now I have re-read all the comments by other users of the new Firewall. What can I add?
I can only agree to all statements I see made by others. The 64X got me a big, big improvement in all aspects of
sound imaginable.
There may not be a big improvement on the Echo's End Reference DAC, as it already has three of the 64X
modules inside, so this fantastic shift in quality can be attributed to the clean power going into the Pre- and power
amplifier. Even if I thought that my system sounds excellent with only the 1X installed and the wonderful Echo's
End Reference DAC, I asked my neighbor to take a listen to prove I am not just imagining things.
Yes, it is a revelation!
The new module made the biggest improvements again on the jet great sounding discs. I searched and dug out a
lot of discs that came with a flat, boring or distorted sound. Mostly these discs sound even more miserable, flatter,
with a total collapse of soundstage, when played with really very expensive gear.
But again the Firewall 64X make it a much more comfortable listen, coming with more depth, room information and
details. So those discs, collecting dust over the years and stayed unplayed on the shelves now get a re-listening.
Distorted guitars are still sounding distorted, but with the Firewall 64X the music is no longer biting into my ears.
The sharpness that makes the listening uncomfortable is gone without a loss of details (there is more instead).
That only one Firewall 64X installed can make such a profound difference is amazing, when you consider the
modest price for it.
How much money must someone invest in gear to get such an improvement? Or is there anybody out there who
can name gear, a tweak, whatever, that comes with such a jump in sound quality?
Everyone who wants to build a system with, well, even only 3,000 EUR on hand, should calculate with the
investment of one Firewall 64X module.
It is simply essential.
I wish that there will be someone who can compare two or three of the Firewall 64X modules, one C-MARC power
cable going into a modest priced, passive power distributor of good quality with the Audioquest Niagara (10,000
EUR), the new one from Transparent Audio (15,000 EUR) or any other distributor in this price range or above.
Let’s hope that this happens in the future. That would surely become a fascinating listening session.
In my opinion the Firewall 64X is the biggest bargain in high end audio equipment in a long long time.
Everyone should have at least one of it. :-)
Looking forward to coming rave reviews...
Liudas, thanks a thousand times!

Date Added: 07/31/2018 by Michael R.
This brief review is for the brand new, hot off the line, the 64X Firewall. Louis let me trade in my older very nice 5X
Firewall for the new 64X. I was wondering how much an upgrade the 64X would be. After all the original 1X Firewall
and the improved 5X Firewalls each were very, very nice improvements! How far could this go? With just one 64X
Firewall? On my amp? Well, actually, without exaggerating, I was surprised. Way more improvement than the 5X
Firewall was over the original Firewall. Striking gains in clarity, depth of the soundstage and delineation of
instruments. When two oboes or flutes are playing the same notes, you hear both instruments distinctly! When a
French horn is playing (often to the extreme left) and the trombone to the right, you hear each instrument, with it's
own timbre and tone and can enjoy the spatial and tonal differences between them. This with just one 64x Firewall.
Wow! Anyhow, I've very much enjoyed the new toy in town and have stayed up late at night listening to old pieces
to hear them anew! Honestly! I'm a long time LessLoss buyer and very often I am constantly surprised how these
young, hard working Lithuanians are so resourceful! I'm 100% convinced that I'm getting great value for my money.
For sure I'll be getting more of the 64X's....... One last thing: my friend, the retired medical professor, visited my
home and heard my system, filled with LessLoss cords and Firewalls and he has just purchased all his power cords
and a specially made LessLoss distributor filled with five 64X Firewalls.

Date Added: 07/26/2018 by Stephen Braude
Got my Firewall 64x module a few days ago, cooked it on an FM tuner for 24 hours, and auditioned it the afterward
on my SACD player, replacing 3 daisy-chained 1x modules. I was blown away by how much clearer familiar tracks
now were, and with extended treble and bass as well. I assumed I'd hear some difference, but I never expected it
to be so dramatic. After a few more days of break-in, the sound is a bit smoother and more natural. A fantastic
product! I want more...

Date Added: 07/01/2018 by JonS
Just inserted a Firewall 64X on my integrated amp and all I can say is WOW! You don’t have to be a golden ear
audiophile to very quickly recognize the excellent improvement in dynamics and musical flow. My impressions are
very consistent with the comments already made by those who have received their 64X. The improvement is a
substantial upgrade over the original Firewall. If you are sitting on the fence, I would recommend you go for it, it’s a
no-brainer; I feel they offer such an improvement in my systems that I have re-ordered.

Date Added: 06/29/2018 by Jeff W
I have replaced my Firewall 5x with the new 64x on my transport, dac/amp, power conditioner and speaker
woofers. I have found in the past that Firewall modules need 1,000-1,500 hours of playing time to settle in and can
be a bit harsh until then.
The improvement in going from 5x to 64x is so obvious that I am ready to talk about them after only 100 hours.
The improvement in sound is so great that it creates a paradigm shift more than an upgrade. Dynamics are
stupendous, both in quality and in quantity. Onset of notes is instant but without edge. Sustain and continuity of
escalation and deescalation of volume within a note is quite like live music and the notes end very realistically.
Tonality is vastly better across the frequency spectrum (bass tone- OMG Paul really could play that Bass!).
Distortion is much lower as well.
Though finely recorded albums sound almost alive the transformation is most apparent on old favorites that are
more problematic sounding. As a better vinyl playback system seems to place hiss and music on different temporal
and spatial planes; the 64x does the same for ALL distortion on digital recordings. An example of the result is that I
can hear the Beatles PLAY at the Hollywood Bowl and I FEEL like I am in front of a loud PA system in an open
space. The notes of the Bass are clear and melodic yet separate from this is a wall of blurry and forceful bass from
the PA system that washes over you just as I remember at outdoor concerts in the 80's and 90's.
I have never been a big fan of imaging. A funny statement but hear me out. Specificity of image placement always
seemed to rest on a little spur of treble or upper midrange that sharply outlined sounds in a way I have never

experienced live. With the 64x in place images are MORE specific than ever and utterly free of edge, outline or
pointedness. Mid-bass centered instruments are as clearly placed as cymbals and have heft and body.
I have ordered a custom power distribution unit with 4 of the 64x units inside. I don't even know what to expect.

Date Added: 06/25/2018 by Joerg Meinhardt
Thank you so much for this new Hifi experience!!
Opened the package before my birthday … just to burn in on time :) … and will be celebrating now for many days to
come, far beyond the 27th :)
So much more reality, the closest to musicians in my living room!
The soundstage widened and everything is placed more precisely with more space between.
Everything seems more fluid and easier to listen … again possible to play louder, without instant tinnitus alarm.
Dynamics are excellent, e.g. plucking strings and percussion. Less aggression, but more punch … contradiction?? …
regardless, I heard it like that.
Bass is richer, deeper, more powerful and precise.
Improved textures and details I never heard before!
I could hardly stop to play more and more. Had to try on all my albums to see if it works on all, still wanted full
length of each to enjoy … so very time consuming :)
Finally, when I put on the Holst Planets Uranus (Seiji Osawa, Boston Symphony, Decca 1979), I got goosebumps
all over my body and watery eyes. It was so real and close … even though the recording has some ground noise.
All this was very amazing, after already having tweaked the hifi power with quite some efforts: new fuse box with
exclusive phase and melting fuse for the hifi, with direct special cabling through the house, many parallel filters and
other “informed obsidian voodoo” (Vortex Hifi).
Still hoping for the burn-in to melt the occasional high sibilant sounds, especially with female voices. With
everything else so smooth, they stick out more. But depending on the recording, there might be none anyway.
Just had another impressive experience with good old Andreas Vollenweider, Caverna Magica … The stage is not
only wide but it has a clearly defined end, which does not have to end at the walls of my living room!! And every
one of the instruments sounds so much more natural !! Just love this !!
Funny, that this 3D effect seems to get stronger, if you leave your sweet spot for a minute and then return. My brain
seems to adjust to the new standard quite fast and you have to show again, that it is so much more than ever
before … :)
Very, very happy with your firewalls 64x !!!
Thanks again, Louis. A wonderful invention and very nicely packaged !!!
Best regards, all the best,
Joerg
PS: The delivery was impressively fast with 24 hours!!

Date Added: 05/26/2018 by tonyk_oz
Firewall 64X: FIRST IMPRESSIONS

Having been a long-time fan of LessLoss’s superb products, I presently have their DFPC Signature and the
C-MARQ power cables,C-MARQ interconnect, the original Echo’s End DAC, USB Firewall, and the 5X Firewalls in
my modest system (Response Audio’s RA-801 tube amp and RA-100A tube CD player / and a highly-modded
PrimaLuna Prologue Premium integrated amp), I have come to expect incremental sonic improvements with each
addition or upgrade of their components. I am first and foremost a music lover and at this stage have been very
happy with my system and enjoying my music. I should declare that I have no commercial interest or any ties with
LessLoss.
I was therefore not prepared for the jaw-dropping sounds I heard after installing the new 64X Firewalls which had
undergone only 15 hours of incomplete burn-in. I’m no professional audio reviewer and will therefore use my own
simple descriptive terms.
I was simply astounded by the fluidity and ease of the flow of sound against a very black and silent background
while the top-end sounded sweet and clear with no harshness and bass was superbly natural without any
‘boominess’. Everything sounded alive and dynamic yet natural with great depth, wider extension of both ends of
the audio spectrum, spatial orientation and soundstage; female voices sounded exquisite and musical instruments
sounded ‘live’ in good recordings. Close your eyes and you cannot place the speakers.
Some of the tracks I often use for testing include the following:
(1) Liszt’s “La Campanella” (Yundi Li – A Portrait) – you can hear the crystal glass-like ‘plinking’ sound of the top
notes at the beginning of the track and distinguish practically every note played.
(2) Beethoven 5th Piano Concerto (Wilhelm Kempff –DG from the early 1960s) – Even such an early recording and
my favourite version can come to life, especially the piano.
(3) Duet from Delibes’ “Lakme” (Lesley Garrett) – the clarity and spatial orientation of voices.
(4) The recently released remastered album “The New Sound of Maria Callas” – sounds more like a recent
recording.
(5) Wagner’s “Ride of the Valkyries” (Die Walkyrie) (Solti’s original 1960s Decca version)
- Takes you on a ride with the Valkyries.
(6) Beethoven 5th Symphony (G. Solti – Decca 1988) – experience the uplifting power of the final movement
(7) Vivaldi’s Concertos for the Emperor (Harmonia Mundi). – the strings in this recording often sound harsh and
brittle in most systems but now sounds sweet and ‘tamed’.
(8) Cecilia Bartoli – ‘The Vivaldi Album’- listen to her incredible vocal pyrotechnics
(9) Rostropovich playing the Bach Suites – relish the” bite” of the cello’s glorious sound
(10) Diana Krall – “Temptation” from ‘The Girl in the other room’. Listen to the clarity and metallic timbre of the
cymbal and of course, the wonderful husky voice of Diana’s.
On track 9 (‘Narrow Daylight”) – you can hear what real electronic guitar “distortion” is all about.
(11) Frank Sinatra – Track-8 from “Nothing But The Best” album:
(12) From a collection of test tracks including the best from Chesky’s collection.
The 64X Firewalls have been returned to the AudioDharma Pro Cable Cooker for full burn-in. I can anticipate
further improvements. IMHO, I honestly reckon the 64X Firewall would simply be the single most effective
component when it comes to sonic enhancement for any decent audio system.
Of all the LessLoss products, the Firewall 64X is the one that has singly produced the greatest sonic improvement,
at least to my system, bearing in mind I have all the other components already installed.

Date Added: 05/25/2018 by Jakob
I replaced my first and second generation Firewall modules with this new (64X) version. I was quite satisfied with
the previous ones and I hoped that one of 64X could replace the 2 I had with some slight performance gain. It is not
a slight improvement. Even only using it for a few hours it is an obvious significant improvement. One aspect is
completely unrestricted dynamic behavior and that I expected just from seeing that it is a much higher gauge
construction. The noise floor dropped a lot which becomes most obvious if one listens to how a note decays. Now I
can hear how piano but also other instruments decay and fade (and even subtle tonal changes during the decay).
This is not buried in background noise. It became quite obvious when the last note in a recording got truncated (it
was likely not obvious during mastering with higher noise floor equipment). The Firewall 64X does not edit and
change the music, only removes noise which is masking the natural sound.

Date Added: 05/19/2018 by Guy
First impressions of the new FW64x.
Note: I used the first FW1x and upgraded to the FW5x when they became available and now to the new FW64x.
I replaced 2 daisy chained FW5x that I had on a Torus Power which powers the whole system with one FW64x.
Wow, what a difference!!!
The FW64x unleashed the music, beside being more quiet, cleaner, smoother, flow easier, it is more real sounding
and let the energy of the music flow with what seems to be with no restriction. You can hear better the start and
stop of notes. The instruments and voices sounds much more like the real thing.
It is more dynamic with great PRaT which makes the music more fun to listen to.
It's like the FW5x held back the music. which obviously one can't tell until hearing the FW64x...
It extends both sides of the frequency range, making the bass goes deeper and fuller and the highs, well, higher,
with lovely sparkle to them.
There is a better grip of the music and more presence.
And all of these with much more emotional involvement.
When adding a couple more, one on the music server and one the DAC, you get everything described above to a
much higher degree, really put a smile on your face :-)
This upgrade is much more significant than the upgrade from the FW1x to FW5x, and you can immediately hear it.
I'm very happy with it !!!

Date Added: 05/01/2018 by Nils Berntsson
I have a system powered by a custom distributor from LessLoss, internally wired with C-MARC hook-up wire and
equipped with 4 pcs of the new Firewall 64X. As powercables, I use LessLoss C-MARC throughout.
The power system has now played some 300 hours and the resulting sonic performance is striking. The noise floor
is extremely low with a background that is pitch black. The perspective and depth is very clear and pronounced.
Texture and microdetails at all frequencies are coming through with wonderful resolution. In short, music is being
played with great emotional impact.
In my opinion, there is no other part of a HiFi system that can be improved as much, with the limited cost involved.

Date Added: 11/23/2017 by Apirameth
With the LessLoss power distributor (with 36 Firewall module) & C-MARC power cables, they significantly reduce
HF noises generated from my audio system (normally I could not listen to music from my system longer than 2
hours). After I use the LessLoss power distributor & power cable in the system, it was so unbelievable that I could
listen more than 4 hours with the new experience of music from my audio equipment. It is far, very far beyond my
expectation. It's just simply PERFECT for me!

Date Added: 10/06/2017 by Hans Martin Lie, Norway
I also built a home made power filter using two stacks of 3 'naked' Firewall boards each, and got the plug-and-play
Firewall 5X and one USB Firewall Key. I also got one DFPC Signature mains cable for the Firewall filter. They all
work perfectly together and give a huge improvement in more silent background, a bigger soundstage, clearer and
deeper bass, and an increase of the organic natural aspects of the sound. All this is achieved by killing noise. I
simply can't listen without this product in my setup. This is an unbelievable high-end extension in so many ways!
I am deeply impressed by Your knowledge and development of noise and electro magnetic radiation suppression.

Your products are truly superb. Yes it costs some money but I personally do not regret it. This is my best additional
high-end investment!

Date Added: 09/24/2017
Black magic! Improved timbre, body, darker background, more extension on both ends. Highly recommended
without reservations!
Louis is very responsive and friendly to interact with as well. Keep rocking!

Date Added: 08/18/2017 by mdc
Dear Louis,
Even if the full loom of C-MARC cables and the new distributor (and 3 Bindbreakers, under the distributor) have
only a mere 30 hours of play, I can already tell you that it is taking music to new heights.
I can't comment about a single cable in particular (XLR interconnect, speaker cables, bi-wire jumpers and 3 power
cables, new FW-based custom distributor and Bindbreakers) as they were all connected together at the same time.
But what I hear right now is astonishing.
As much as I have enjoyed the DFPC power cables (Original first, later upgraded to Signature) and the HTT
interconnect, etc., the full loom of C-MARC cables and the new distributor (and two previously purchased 5X
Firewalls) bring the sound of my cd's to an entirely new level.
I will wait for the C-MARC loom to reach the 100 hours mark before posting further impressions, but so far, I have
only one word: 'Wow!'
======
(after 100 hours)
Things keep on evolving very nicely indeed, Louis.
It is almost frustrating to realize that so much information was somehow lost or buried during all these years,
including 'the LessLoss years' when it all started with a couple of DFPC Originals.
About 100 hours of play and the music sounds extremely rich ('creamy'?), smooth but very detailed, powerful and
engaging.
Each cd reveals more layers of details and the C-MARC loom keeps all its promises.
When I decided to participate in the early bird program, I have to admit that I was skeptical about the principle of
purchasing an idea, a concept and not a finished product.
I am very happy that I seized that opportunity!
You were right: C-MARC is a game changer.
=====
(after 400 hours)
Although I feel that burn-in isn't completed yet, I wanted to inform you about my most recent impressions of the
C-MARC loom after around 400 hours.
Everything I mentioned before is confirmed in a splendid way: details, presence, 'kick', powerful bass, extended

treble, etc. etc. etc...
This is way above the level of my DFPC Signatures and HTT speaker and interconnect cables.
When I return to my previous comments about these cables, it could potentially appear that the level of
improvement that the C-MARC loom has brought is 'not believable', 'over enthusiastic' or worse, solicited and/or
paid for.
The extent of the improvement brought by the C-MARC cables is nothing short of dramatic.
And as my 'main' components haven't changed over the recent years (Ayon cd player and amplifier, Sonus Faber
speakers), I can comfortably 'feel' and hear the upgrade brought by the C-MARC loom. But owning tubes
components, I have to say that burn-in is a pain... I wish I owned a second system to which the cables could be
connected to for 500 hours. Witnessing the burn-in can be perceived by some as a nice process but not for me.
Luckily, my patience was rewarded (and in this case, the upgrade was obvious even early on in the burn-in
process).
Being familiar with your cables, I am quite sure that the sound will still evolve in the course of the next few weeks. I
don't think it is useful to try to go deeper into details; I am not a reviewer and not even an audiophile.
But I can say that once again, you came up with a fantastic series of cables that clearly outperforms anything I
owned previously, including much-loved LessLoss cables.

Date Added: 01/20/2017 by Tony_Oz
5X Firewall Modules
I would like to share my experience with fully burned-in 5X Firewall Modules in my system, which already includes
LessLoss Signature power cables, Homage To Time IC, the Echo's End DAC and 1X Firewall modules. Like all my
cables, they were burned in on an AudioDharma Cable Cooker for a full 7 days which, with daily testing, I have
found to be necessary to achieve optimal performance. I must repeat again that I'm no tech expert but merely a
music lover of long standing.
Starting with just a single 5X Firewall Module, I found the greatest improvement when installed on my amp rather
than the source (CD-player) as suggested by Louis. Once again, the sonic improvement was clearly incremental to
the already significant gains from the LessLoss components already installed. I decided then to have 5X Firewall
modules for every main component (CD-player, DAC and amp) and the end-result was certainly worthwhile.
It is difficult to describe the improvements to a system that I'm already very happy with but it would be best
summed up by the word "Refinement", added to descriptions like "black" background with no noise, deep and wide
soundstage, realism and great dynamics, natural refined bass and superb definition and clarity etc. Poorer
recordings, particularly old definitive ones like Otto Klemperer's Beethoven symphonies and others, have been
given a new lease of life. Bass quality, in particular, has been greatly enhanced; Rebecca Pidgeon's "Spanish
Harlem" (a highly recommended audiophile recording) demonstrates this superbly, coming through sounding so
natural and with great definition, yet not boomy or distorted.
My journey to achieve better sound with LessLoss components (a company with whom I have no ties) began with
power cables and progressed to include the other components referred to above and it has certainly been a very
satisfying one. As a music lover first and foremost and an audiophile for over 40 years, I am now enjoying my
music more than ever.

Date Added: 11/25/2016 by JEFF
Digital Audiophile "Match of the Day” : LessLoss USB Firewall Key vs. IFi iSilencer 3.0
Bought the latter as I anyway need two USB cleaning tools, one for my reference audio system, one for my

"tweaked for audio" desktop computer used for ripping CDs.
I expected the two items to sound different, but I was not prepared for a match lasting only a few minutes in a
comparative listening session...
The LessLoss USB Firewall Key won by an awe inspiring total knock-out at first round!
IFi iSilencer 3.0 is a good product, cheap and honest, cleaning a little bit your USB audio highway, while the
LessLoss USB Firewall Key is something else completely, light years ahead in sound quality reached when using it,
as if you suddenly leave "digital sound" for something almost real and more natural....
If one product is like a nicely remastered CD, then the other one leaves you feeling the master tape is running in
your listening room!
Retail prices are quite different, yes, but listening pleasure is, too, trust me.
Anyone using a high quality DAC over $1000 without the LessLoss USB Firewall key is DEFINITELY NOT hearing
it at even close to 80% of its abilities... You have now been warned.
So do yourself a favor: order from Louis your USB Firewall Key now :)

Date Added: 09/27/2016 by Jeff
Dear fellow music lovers,
I hope Louis will allow me to add something important to my previous review.
Last Sunday, I took advantage of being alone at home to have a nice listening session, and something very
interesting happened. Remember, I dislike long reviews that don't get straight to the point :) ; so here it goes:
My LAVARDIN IT amplifier was already warmed up, as my Echo's End DAC and AUDIOCOM/OPPO Signature
player also were at the front end. I won't bother you with cables, having dozens available for listening/review
purposes.
Got my USB "music magic key" where I had ripped with the USB Firewall Key some superb jazz files from a Japan
import cd, and pressed PLAY on the remote....
My face went pale... I immediately sensed something was REALLY wrong, the system sounded flat, somehow
sterile, underpowered and washed out. I stood up, thinking "Oh my... some item in my system has likely developed
a fault, repairman soon to be called...
To the fact: I had simply forgotten to put back the USB Firewall Key on the Oppo player, before my music key!
Need I say more? I don't think so.
This item is a Must Buy.

Date Added: 09/25/2016 by Jeff
The LESSLOSS USB Firewall Key is an excellent tweak for your digital system.
I ripped several CDs onto a top class USB key, with and without it, then listened to the files, rather than listening to
the CD with or without it.
Fact is the sound gets way better with it, and the ripped files can prove to anyone not owning an USB Firewall Key
that it works, and how well!

I'm not into poetic like or long reviews, but I noticed that a haze is gone, and more air is noticed to let music flow.
Things get more natural, easy to enjoy.
Would rate it as a pro quality tool that can change your system like you had a new, better digital files
reader/streamer, and it will improve even the best one you could find!
I have not tried the Audioquest or iFi USB noise filters, so if anyone has compared them to the LESSLOSS unit, I
would be happy to read more.
No fears, I am sure the latter is the leader, results wise.... :)

Date Added: 09/13/2016 by Arthur Ross, Orlando Evans, Bob Grossman, Ken Sternberg, Bill
Melillo
We visited several audiophiles in the Philadelphia and New England area. Here they are expressing their
impressions using LessLoss products.

Date Added: 09/12/2016 by Tony_Oz
Echo's End DAC Update & 5X Firewall Module.
The DAC is truly burned-in and has since been further enhanced with the addition of the 5X Firewall module to the
integrated amp and a standard Firewall Module to the CD player used as a transport. All components are powered
by LessLoss Signature power cables and the IC used is the Homage to Time. Since my last review, the sound
volume output appears to have returned to original levels.
The addition of the 5X Firewall module has brought about an unexpectedly large boost in performance - much
greater than using just the standard module - separation of instruments and voices is not only startling but the
background is really dark. Music sounds fluid and natural while voices have slightly more clarity. Bass is more
'musical' and the high frequencies are relaxed and well-defined. The high registers of the piano sound like crystal a great example is Liszt's "La Campanella" (Yundi Li _ A portrait). The virtual absence of listening fatigue is greatly
appreciated. Some audiophile friends have been similarly impressed when these components were tested on one
of their systems.
I have also had the experience of using the LessLoss USB firewall module which has lifted sound from USB
sources to a new level.
I have found that upgrading a decent system with super components from LessLoss like power and IC cables, the
DAC and firewall modules have brought about greater sonic improvement than rushing out to buy the latest models
of system equipment every year or so.
Thank you Louis for producing products that live up to their claims of excellence. As they say, the proof is in the
pudding.

Date Added: 09/10/2016 by Janke
Last winter Louis built me a distributor with 8 Firewall Modules, 4 wired in parallel to one outlet used for another
distributor and 4 wired in series to the other 7 outlets. It is the black one pictured in his blog.
After the usual tedious 250 hours of burn-in my system started to shine like never before. Everything became
clearer and smoother. Dynamics increased and the soundstage widened and got deeper. Even my power hungry
Pioneer Kuro plasma TV became more luminous and colorful. Lovely to watch.
So, when Louis launched the single modules in the wooden box, I ordered another 8 and inserted them before my
most important components - DAC, preamp and monoamps, two on each. This time the improvement was threefold
and I felt I was in audio heaven - until he launched the 5xFW Modules. Now I new even heaven could be bettered

after my experience with the single units, and bought 4 of them to get a system containing 36 single Firewall
Modules.
Today I removed them from their burn-in position before the 8xFW distributor and inserted them into the crucial
components. WOW! What a Giant Leap kind of improvement. Bigger, larger better. Incredible soundstage with
precisely pinpointed instruments. Vivid but smooth highs, clear and transparent midrange and a deep, powerfull
bass. Absolutely wonderful and the best sound I have ever heard, not only in my own system, but anywhere
including shows, demos and in the systems of my audiophile friends. What can I say except agree to the concept of
"A truely triumph". I´m as close you could come to being awestruck by these Firewall modules.
Thanks Louis, all your promises came true!
My system:
-Auralic Aries LE on Paul Hynes SR7EHD LPS with Intona and W4S RUR connected by Curious Cable Regen
Link.
-Metrum Pavane NOS DAC
-PS Audio BHK Signature preamp with Mullard 12V NOS tubes from 1958
-McIntosh MC601 monoamps
-Magico S3 speakers
-2 x JL Audio Fathom f112 subwoofers
-Cabling by LessLoss and Synergistic Research
-Stillpoints Ultra SS

Date Added: 08/03/2016 by Joseph L G, Los Angeles
Tonight I spent several hours evaluating the 36-module Firewall power distributor that LessLoss recently custom
built for me. These are my first impressions, recognizing that the distributor is not fully broken in:
With the distributor in my system the sound is more balanced and refined from top to bottom with much less
sibilance at the top end. I heard this improvement most with soprano and tenor voices, piano strings, cymbals and
brass instruments.
The midrange sounds more full bodied. When I temporarily removed the distributor, instruments and voices
sounded thinner with noticeably less "meat on the bones."
The acoustic ambience is more believable. Instruments and voices sound like they are in a real concert hall rather
than an artificial sounding, overly-reverberate field. Instruments and voices sound more present and involving.
Instruments and voices do not seem as razor-sharp focused, but their positions and bounds are well-defined and
more natural, as in a real live environment.
In my system the sound stage is large with excellent separation between instruments -- about the same with or
without the distributor.
With the distributor, on some very familiar CD tracks for the first time I noticed the subtle sound of rustling sheet
music while the choir was singing; the deep, throaty cough of a man in the audience; a squeaky hinge on a distant
door in the ambient background; and the fluttering rumble of an organ pedal bass note that I for a moment mistook
as a helicopter hovering over my house -- not that these could not have been heard before, but the enhanced detail
brought them to my attention.
The distributor enables my system to better resolve complex orchestral passages and deliver them clearly and
coherently in music that without the distributor sounds congested and distorted. It is uncanny how this distributor
can make such a difference.
Going back and forth between the Firewall distributor and no Firewall distributor in my system, I can honestly enjoy
the sound either way, but I decidedly prefer the sound with the distributor. The sound is not quite as airy, edgy, big
and expansive, but to my ears it is more natural, refined, engaging and non-fatiguing. With break in of the
distributor the sound will likely improve even more than I heard tonight, but regardless, what I heard tonight is the

best sound I've heard from my system to date and it makes me a happy camper.
Joseph L G

Date Added: 07/22/2016 by Jörg Stanislawski
Firewall USB Key
Some words to the Firewall USB Key. (Not much time has passed since I received it.)
At first when you've only seen the images in your Newsletters, it is somehow surprising how tiny it is, and again it is
not, as everybody can imagine the size by looking at a usual USB stick.
Some time ago I made a copy of a CD with my iMac, the older one that still has an internal CD/DVD drive. The
copy was done with my old Philips JackRabbit CD Burner.
Yesterday I plugged the Firewall Key into the USB connection at the back of the computer, stuck in my LH Labs
USB cable and connected it to the JackRabbit. The copying process was exactly the same, made with the same
program at the same speed.
I then made listening comparisons between the two copies and also invited my female neighbor who has much
better listening capabilities than me. Music title was "William S. Burroughs in Dub" by Dub Spencer & Trance Hill.
Well, I didn’t expect much difference, as in reviews reported (for example on the Audioquest item, that seems to be
sort of similar to the Firewall Key), it seems these things show only very slight improvements.
But again, the superiority of the geniuses at LessLoss shines. From the start the difference to the better was so
clearly audible, that leaves you asking how this is possible. It was only the USB connection to the burner.
There are much much more details (for example in the parts from the first track that start very silently) than on the
copy without Firewall Key. My neighbor said, that these silent parts mumble in the background and you could
imagine under water singing of whales (that it isn’t).
Concentrated and careful listening shows you that there is something, but you can’t say exactly what it is. The
copy with the Firewall Key seem to wipe a thick fog bank away. Everything seems totally clear and really
unbelievable better.
I will try this with some other types of music and compare it also to the original. Thrilling, and I can only give my
highest recommendation… again.
Jörg Stanislawski
Dortmund/Germany

Date Added: 07/17/2016
I've been enjoying the USB Firewall Keys, and now with 4 on the JCAT card and 4 on the WSH :-)
It's GREAT!!!
I haven't looked back to Digital XLR :-)

Date Added: 07/17/2016
I've used the USB Firewall Key for over 100 hrs and can report that it has made a significant improvement to the
sound with better definition and clarity.

I had 2 audiophile friends over recently to audition the Echo's End and they were both astounded by the difference
the single USB Firewall Key made.

Date Added: 06/15/2016 by Guy, from Israel
Hi Louis,
An update on the first 4 USB Firewall Keys I have on my music server:
WOW !!!
and they're getting better everyday now :-)
It started last Friday that I noticed some more depth on the instruments and music in total, it was while music was
playing and I was doing some stuff at my place, no critical listening.
In the evening I sat properly to have a listen and I was with a smile on my face :-)
The USB Firewall Keys open up and became more clear (a bit like it happened with the power Firewall modules)
and in turn I could hear how the noise floor went lower exposing more details, more ambiance cues, more depth to
the sound and a 3D feeling to it. The music became richer and not just flat rich, but 3D rich. You could hear more
into the recording and get the feeling of the recording place. More live-like, realistic, natural, more presence and
much more engaging.
I still try to realize what I'm hearing and it's still hard to put words to it. I looked at your email when you described
what you are getting from the USB Firewall Key and I can hear the same things here and am very happy with it.
There is still a few things that the Digital XLR connection does better, but I believe this is due to the cable I'm using,
so I assume that when I replace the printer-USB cable I'm currently using to a shielded one I'll get even better
results.
In total I can say that now I'm happy with the USB Firewall Key and I don't have any need to go back to the Digital
XLR, which I think says a lot.
This is with 2 USB Firewall Keys on the JCAT card + 2 USB Firewall Keys on the WSH, and as you know I have 4
more that are now burning-in on my other PC+OPPO in anticipation for the 'Special-Way' to connect 4+4. I can't
imagine how that will sound !!!
Kudos on the great work !!!
Cheers,
Guy

Date Added: 06/06/2016
I have just received my USB Firewall Key from the pre-order shipment.
The improvement in sound from such a small device is anything but subtle.
I look forward to adding another USB Firewall Key to my system as I am so impressed with the results achieved so
far.

Date Added: 05/08/2016
Wow, what a product! This is my first purchase from LessLoss, and it's a winner. I was seeking to tame a bit of the
flat sterile sound that can happen with the Devialet D200 if not fed with good AC power. I got much more than
expected! I am now at 275 hours of burn-in on continued play. The sound is exceptionally natural, dimensional,
organic and 3D. Better yet, it is still improving! I am very, very satisfied with the results of this first unit and looking
forward to purchasing more Firewalls to install throughout my system.

Thank you Louis for your patient guidance and LessLoss for this exceptional product!
PS: customers who purchase this product should be advised to be patient. My Plug-and-Play module did not begin
to open up and shine until after 75 hours of constant use.

Date Added: 03/03/2016 by Chris Hong from Malaysia
This is an absolutely wonderful product I ever come across with such price. I ordered four units, received two and
the other two on it way. By using one for CD transport and the other on power amp, my system is like giving a new
life, it sound totally different. With tight solid bass, sweet vocal, great dimensional sound stage and depth. Amazing,
amazing.
Highly recommended.

Date Added: 01/26/2016 by Gordon
Just wanted to add to my January 9th review. Yes, the TV picture is wonderful! Finally got the "big rig" fully back up
and running... all powered by the new Firewall modules. These replaced the original Firewall modules which I have
used for more than a year and loved. And, just as everybody has said, the new version is definitely better...
significantly better than the originals.
My recommendation... don't even hesitate... just order some and try in your system.

Date Added: 01/09/2016 by Gordon
For video ------- ASTONISHINGLY GOOD!!!!!!!!
I haven't gotten the new Firewalls into "the good system" yet, but did manage to install a pair to feed the TV.
Absolutely wonderful. REALLY REALLY AMAZING! A month of burn-in (and I had them cryogenically treated)
these new generation Firewalls make a huge improvement. The colors on the TV are now exceptionally deep and
saturated......... almost 3D. The Sony TV was very good before but now watching movies is almost a visceral
experience. And yes, the audio is better so I can hardly wait to finish the upgrades to the big system and get it back
up and running.
I am so glad I bought a pile of the Firewalls during the initial offering.
GOOD JOB Louis

Date Added: 01/03/2016 by Alan Carruth
I have been a LessLoss enthusiast since December 2008 having tried every product Louis has offered all with
great success. I thought I was through "upgrading" my system (it sounds fabulous as it is) but was excited to try the
NEW Firewall Module. Louis built me a custom power distribution box with 7 Firewall Modules and 6 Oyaide duplex
outlets. After 250 hours of play time, I am astounded by the improvement in the sound!!!! My system is capable of
ultra-high resolution so any changes are easy to hear. It is quite a rush to experience the 3D space and near
perfect reproduction of both instrument and voice. I look forward to the listening experience as the Firewall
Module's sound matures. Thanks you Louis!!!!!!

Date Added: 01/01/2016 by Andrew Economides
Amazing performance from the first moment!!!
Gives a thrilling sense of three dimensional sound, great depth, full of details and liveness!!!
Absolutely stunning value for the money!

Date Added: 12/25/2015 by Herbert P. Strenn
I was upgrading my hifi equipment for many years.These Firewall Modules are the best investment and the biggest
improvement in sonic performance!

Date Added: 12/23/2015 by Andrew
The new Firewall modules have been in-service now for a couple of weeks and I'd like to say how happy I am to
have my best night time listening experiences extended almost 24/7. I'm contemplating buying some more as this
has been my best cost benefit purchase by a wide margin.
I have a JPS Aluminata AC, a great neutral cord passing on the current to the CAT JL2 power amp as it should –
yet never has it been able to give me reliable "late night type" listening sessions as the addition of 4 of the new
generation Firewall modules has. I really do think it is the best way to describe the change. I have 3 systems all
capable of some really good sound if fed ultra clean power. I am convinced now that most well designed and put
together bits of kit will sound pretty damn fine if fed the ultimate in clean power.
Thanks,
Andrew
AU

Date Added: 12/19/2015 by Jörg Stanislawski
Thanks for this incredible product. I tried the "plug and play" module between wall outlet and power distributor. I
recognized the improvement right away with the first track played. Then I ran out of time and listened again a week
later. (Power flowed through the module since the first connection.)
Wow, the difference was not subtle, it was huge! And all (!) parameters of the sound spectrum improved.
Absolutely no downgrade to detect. Only pure wonderful musicality.
It is amazing how you trickled down the $5000 Panzerholz item to this module everyone can afford.
Any serious listener should have one... or two... or more...
I'm absolutely sure that the Firewall module will receive several Product/Bargain of the Year awards.
Amazing.

Date Added: 12/18/2015 by Gerard from France
Presently I use 10 Firewall modules with Oyaide connectors throughout my system. First I connected my Vitus
preamp and each of the monoblock amps and I listened. The result was a spectacular progress of dynamics and
transparency. Second step, I put the same modules on the 2 power unit of my Einstein preamp, 1 on my Esoteric
CD transport, 1 on Esoteric DAC, and 1 on Grimm clock. After some days of listening on various types of music,
the RESULT: EXCEPTIONAL progress on every aspect which determines the quality of the system: dynamics,
spaciality, transparency, and musicality. In a word, THE best WAY for getting your system to express its potential.

Date Added: 12/14/2015 by Andreas, Germany
My DAC and amp are powered via a 12V car battery - clean energy!
Clean energy?
What happens if I connect a firewall module?
The sharpness of a violin gives way to a sweet tone.
The bass changes from the trailer to a locomotive.
My Rehdeko full range speakers talking to me: "Well, finally, 20 years, we have been waiting for!"
I have two more modules for the speakers.
What will they say if I connect this?

Date Added: 12/11/2015 by René
I have been blown away by the results. I have bought 3 modules: one for my streamer (Cambridge speedstream 2)
and 2 for my speakers(B&W 683). I already had a LessLoss Power cable for my integrated amp so i did not add a
module to the powerline.
After about 4 hours of brun- in, the sound stage was completely différent. The instrument separation is way more
distinct. The overall image is crisper and more dynamic. The bass is deep and well defined, making me feel part of
the stage. Midrange and highs are also substantially improved.
I honestly did not expect that much Improvement. I still don't understand why it works but, a-t-il the end, what
matters is the impact is has on my music.
Great job LessLoss!

Date Added: 12/11/2015 by Barry Howard
After many years of swapping components and cables I took the advice to first focus on room treatment and power
conditioning. I now have a dedicated sound room with a power regenerator, conditioners plugged into it, jitterbugs,
high definition links, audio grade fuses and a combination of world class power cords. I was convinced that I had
lowered the noise floor of my system to a point where no improvement could be had but when I found out about the
new firewall modules I couldn't resist and ordered 4.
I first installed them inside my pre and power amps, burned them in for an hour and then sat down and listened to
very familiar tracks. My initial impression was that the music was spotlighted, not brighter but more evident. I have
never experienced this before in this way. I've used silver cables that add treble detail but this effect was across the
entire frequency spectrum. It was like studio recordings were live recordings. I believe that any grain or grit in the
power source has been eliminated or at least minimized. I heard and felt much more ambient retrieval and the
sound staging was better defined and different instruments were easily discernible. All sonic clues were more
pronounced, i.e. if the music was recorded using the close or distant mike techniques it was really obvious. Bass
had a bit more detail but it was the mid and upper frequencies that seemed more affected.
The next day I installed modules in my DAC and phonostage and the pleasure was increased, not double
improvement but noticeably more detail and a relaxation to the music.
There was a time that I liked my music with lots of syrup on top but I now am a junky for detail without etch or grain.
If there is a better or more cost effective product than the firewall module I don't know about it. What might these
things be like daisy chained?!

Date Added: 12/10/2015 by Tony (Australia)
I've finally had the opportunity to listen to my system with the new Firewall Modules. They were first burned-in for
48 hours on an Audio-Kharma Pro Cable Cooker. Two were installed to two separate Power Strips (
Acoustic-Revive RTP-4) for Digital and Analogue sources respectively, one directly to a Response-Audio RD100A
tube CD player and another directly to a Response-Audio RA801A integrated tube amp via LessLoss DPFC
Signature power cables.
After listening to selected tracks before installation, I was gobsmacked by the incremental improvement in the
sound after the firewall modules were installed one at a time to each audio component. With the full complement of
four modules, the sound was stunning, even from a modest system like mine and which I was already happy with.
Not being proficient with all the technical jargon that pro audio reviewers use, I will try to describe the improvements
experienced as best I can. The background was truly black, the soundstage became wider,deeper, with greater
height and greater spatial clarity, bass was more precise and true with no boominess, highs and mids from "bright"
recordings were "smoother" with no harshness. There was a heightened sense of "presence", like the performers
were in the same room and yet all so "natural", even when listening at lower volumes. Most importantly, there was

no listening fatigue after hours of listening. Bach, Beethoven et al, Eva Cassidy and Diana Krall never sounded
better.
As someone without a bottomless money-pit, it has been, IMHO and experience, a more sensible and economical
way of achieving better sound by upgrading a decent system with components like these than buying an even more
expensive system.
Having experienced the significant improvements with both the DFPC power cords and now the Firewll Modules, I
am looking forward to the soon-to-be-released LessLoss Echo's End DAC.

Date Added: 12/10/2015 by Jon from New Jersey
In the past I have purchased various tweaks/devices that claim to reduce EMI/RF and in so doing supposedly result
in miraculous changes in one's system. Unfortunately I have not been so lucky in achieving what was being
claimed. On the other hand, use of costly power conditioners from Audience and Shunyata have clearly improved
my system. Thus, when I learned about the relatively inexpensive Firewall module, given my past experience with
tweaks, I was doubtful it would make any difference whatsoever in my system. Nonetheless, I am always looking
for devices that might further wring out a bit more improvement and enjoyment. If nothing else, it's always fun
trying.
Initially I placed the Firewall Module on the power supply of my Mojo Audio modified Mac mini and after a day my
first impression was that I had once again bought a tweak that I would soon be selling. Somewhat frustrated, I then
decided to try it on another part of my digital setup, moving it to the Berkeley Audio Design Alpha USB converter as
this has a relatively inexpensive power cord supplying it. Again, the first day, I was not impressed that I was hearing
any difference but decided to leave it attached. I was very surprised three days later when I started to stream music
and noticed that it not only sounded smoother but also more three dimensional with greater body and detail, well
above and beyond what I was hearing previous to installing the Firewall. Realizing I was probably experiencing
burn-in of the unit I thought I would move it back to the power supply to see what effect it had there but I thought
the better of it. I didn't want to chance losing what I had achieved. Over the next several days I found that I was
listening much more to digital music and for much longer periods of time. This was with only one Firewall Module in
place. I now knew I needed to order more Firewall Modules to see if I could further improve on this effect by using it
on other components in my system; that's how impressed I am with it. Highly recommended but definitely allow it to
burn in for a few days before making any lasting impressions. Enjoy the music!

Date Added: 12/10/2015
ALL the Audiophile "buzzwords" apply to this product !!
Blacker than the ACE of Spades noise floor !!
Soundstage is wider, deeper & taller !
Easily identify each instrument & vocal in its place on the stage before you !
Natural & NON-fatiguing presentation where the listener can get lost for hours literally !

Date Added: 12/10/2015 by Al Martin
The firewall has been nothing short of amazing! I am still listening to CDs and a dedicated dac but the music come
through with no external noise. The strange thing is that before the firewall module, I knew my system did a good
job of suppressing noise but the firewall module takes it to a different level. The music is extremely dynamic. All
ranges are effected. The bass is solid and the treble on piano is exquisite. The. mid range is lifelike. I had a friend
over to hear a recording and his comment was that the musical background was dead silent. He said that what we
were hearing was better than what you would hear at a live performance in an auditorium. And I have to concur.
For the record I don't have a state of the art system but the equipment that I do have is older but very good.
Moreover, most of it has been modified. I have a another friend who is an electrical engineer and he builds
amplifiers for recording studios. we have taken an older Jolida 100 watt tube amp and changed a number of the
components to achieve a higher performance level than the typical amp. I use a custom full range Electrostatic
speaker that could be put together by an advanced hobbiest. And of course its modified with the additional of a
taket super tweeter and two Gallo subwoofers (also modified in the solid state amplification). With electrostats the

mid range is always excellent. But I can truthfully say that now it is truly lifelike! There seems to be nothing between
you and the performers. The sound stage is perceived as a physical dimension that extends beyond the walls. And
depending on the performance the vocalist is right in front of you at a specific height and depth. I couldn't be
happier with the firewall. It really provided that little bit of extra that enhances the sense of realism!

Date Added: 12/10/2015 by Arthur Ross
A friend's son who teaches at MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) told me about these products from
LESSLOSS. Per the instructions of Louis Motek, a principal of this operation, I have tried, and purchased the DFPC
skin filtering power cables, their Firewall current conditioning units, and their Tunnelbridge distortionless
interconnect system. Collectively, these combined systems are not cheap, but combined they exceed the noise and
distortion reduction of anything I and some friends have tried at any price even up to six-figure US dollars, and
which ultimate systems exceeded the cost of the LESSLOSS system.
My current system, because of my age, and for my convenience, is now a computer operated headphones only
system with Stax SR 009 phones, the Weiss Engineering Medus D/A and the WOO Audio WES headphone
amplifier.
The current conditioning modules with the DFPC cables immediately and dramatically increased my system's
dynamic range. Using impact as a reference, dynamics went from a pat on the back to a "slam" on the head! In
sum, everything together the so-called "black background," depth and exceptional realism of the venue can almost
be frightening if you are not familiar with the score.

Date Added: 12/10/2015 by Shinpong
Is it worth the value? No, I would say it delivers even more than I expected. As soon as I put the new LessLoss
Firewall into my system, details just came out, and more musicality. Works great with my Saec TapCute6 Pc-triple
C power distributor with Entreq Olympus hooked up at ground binding post. The result is more than words can
describe. A Must Have!

Date Added: 12/06/2015 by Kostas Tzevelekos, Greece
My system and I are grateful!!!!!
Thanks Louis!!!

Date Added: 12/05/2015 by Johan Pettersen
For a long time I have struggled with the deleterious effects from noise-laden mains, making costly high end
equipment underperform, sounding lean, harsh and flat. I have tried filters, but found them to influence the sound,
specially in reducing dynamic performance. A while ago I found a very good solution in combining Less Loss DFPC
Signatures and References with a couple of QRT Qx4 power purifiers, pluss two QV2 line harmonisers inserted in
the Qbase QB8 power distribution unit.
Then came the new Firewall Module on the scene. I wondered if it would be overkill, but I wanted to try. So for the
last week now I have had four Firewall modules in the line - one for the QB8 power distribution, the other three
connected to the DAC, the pre amp and the power amp. So was it overkill? Not at all! The enhancement in the
overall sound quality and listening experience is in fact astonishing. The music is presented significant more
dynamic, instruments and voices have got more natural body and timbre, and the soundstage appears deeper and
wider. Most important for me: A stronger connection with the music emanating from my speakers, it is another step
closer to live music, and I just have to listen into late hours.
For those concerned:
Digital sources: MacBook Pro with Amara software, streaming to a BelCanto REFLink usb-s/pdif adapter.
Dac: Hegel HD30

Preamp: Hegel P30
Power amp: Hegel H30 (one, in stereo mode)
Speakers: Audiovector SR6 Avantgarde Arretè
Digital cable: LessLoss DC, Signal cables: Nordost Tyr2, LessLoss Anchorwave, Speaker Cable: LessLoss
Anchorwave

Date Added: 12/04/2015 by Lineus L. George
As the owner of four (4) DFPC Signature and Two DFPC original power cables I am familiar with LessLoss
innovative Dynamic Skin Filtering Technology.
I have been following with interest for more than one year the development of the original firewall modules which is
an enhancement to the technology.
Approximately one month ago LessLoss introduced an improved version of these modules with an IEC C13/14
power plug and an Oyaide C079 Connector which was easier to introduce into one's system by attaching same to
the power cable and the component.
I seized the opportunity to purchase two (2) of these modules. When the modules were introduced to the system
the effects were immediately noticeable. They created a more quiet background from which music now emerged.
The sound-stage also widened instruments appeared to move further apart and the vocal performer(s) if any,
seemed to move forward. Even at low levels the full spectrum and impact were there. All music can now be played
and enjoyed at intimate levels.
For experiment I unplugged the modules and the system reverted to its original status. Did I hear correctly? Was
this really happening? I was convinced that it was so since when I reconnected the modules the improved effects
returned. Vocal music was now very clear and silky without introducing the exaggerated "S" sound associated with
high treble and what emanated from the speakers had an
extra inner coherence and dynamism.
Previously the music reproduced by the system was great but with the introduction of the modules I am now
absorbed completely in performances. I realized that the system which I thought was a good system has now been
elevated because of the introduction of the modules.
If these modules can improve the performance of LessLoss' power cables they will obviously improve the
performance of any cable immensely. My advice to all music lovers is to consider the acquisition of these modules.
My intention is to purchase modules for all my power cables.

Date Added: 12/01/2015 by Arthur Ross
Installation of three FireWall modules into a headphones only system. The system consisted of a Mac Book Pro
15” retina (2014) feeding a Weiss Engineering D/A via a 1 meter Kimber 2436 USB cable, which, in turn fed my
WOO AUDIO WES amplifier via1 meter balanced MIT interconnects. Jack Wu extensively modified the amplifier to
an incredible performance level. The amplifier drove Stax SR 009 ear speakers.
All via DFPC Signatures, the first Firewall module was connected to a grounded wall outlet and then to a Furutech
TP60 AC Power Distributor. Two Firewall modules were plugged-in to the TP60, one fed power to the D/A
converter and the other fed power in to the amplifier.
It was a “bear” to get these 1.50” power cables into place. They haven’t been “dressed” yet as that will have to
await the removal of the existing power cables.
1st Listen:
Well? What did I hear? How do I describe this? Essentially I heard a lot of nothingness! It wasn’t greater clarity,
sublime tone, a driving beat, etc., or any other terms reviewers like to use. I became aware of the space between
musicians. Their 3D placement of instruments was more obvious and snuck up on me without focusing. Further,

the collapse of the venue’s reverb following loud or percussive passages was very prominent, almost physical!
Truly. The precision of instrument placement was almost visible. For the 1st Listen, that was impressive.

Date Added: 12/01/2015 by GERARD from FRANCE
First impression is very often the good one. YESTERDAY I received 5 new Firewall modules with oakwood case
and Oyaide connector. I installed them one on preamp Vitus, two on stereo separated elements preamp Einstein,
two on mono amps Soulution. So simple to install...
I let a little burning time and ? the only word I find is MAGIC. I spent many, many years and a lot of money to
assemble a system with one goal "approach": the sound of live music. With the new Firewall immediately I
perceived a superb bettering of the whole system on every quality I am looking for. But it's only the beginning of a
new pleasurable listening experience. Many thanks to those who have realized such a GREAT product.

Date Added: 07/03/2015 by mdc
Hi Louis,
I would like to inform you about the evolution of the sound of my system since the addition of the Firewall
distributor/conditioner you custom built for me.
You will remember that I was disappointed by the result, especially in the 'bass region' that took a step back while
an increase of details and a better treble and midrange were obvious.
As explained below, I have connected 2 old cd-players with their stock cables to the Firewall and using a third cable
to connect it to the wall while respecting the L&N instructions.
I let this ‘play’ for 5 days, non stop.
When I reconnected the Firewall to my system, I wasn’t exactly amazed by the sound but I understood that it had
to somehow 'burn in again' for a few hours.
A day later and I am happy to say that the system, with the addition of this ‘made-to-mesasure’
distributor/conditioner, now sounds very good.
It sounds better than with the Oyaide distributor. Definitely better. Bass is now cleaner and more powerful.
Listening to a few well-known cd’s, I have the feeling that the sound now goes ‘deeper into the mix’, with a better
separation of the instruments and voices while maintaining an overall very pleasant sound. I mean that it doesn’t
artificially sounds ‘clinical’ or agressive but keeps a full and ‘whole’ sound.
Subjectively, I can say that the general level of improvement is almost comparable to the upgrade of Originals to
Signatures.
As usual with your products (3 Originals and then 3 Signatures), burn in was long...and frustrating.
More so in this case as the sound took a step back for a while which wasn’t the case with the power cables. Their
sound was good ‘out of the box’ but got so much better after a long burn in.
As you have mentioned before, for some customers, this can lead to frustration, fiddling with the cables and/or the
system, changing a few things and ending up with even higher levels of frustration and, obviously, wrong
conclusions.
I was wondering if a ‘cable cooker’ or some device of that type may not be an answer to these frustrations.
In my case, it was obvious that burning in the Firewall was the answer, especially when owning a full tube system
which makes a 24/7 burn in impossible.
So, in a nutshell, thank you for this new piece of equipment.
LessLoss has never ceased to amaze me with clever solutions and, above all, products that improve the sound of a
hifi system and increase the pleasure of listening to music.
You keep your promises.

Date Added: 04/13/2015 by Roger
As you say.. Where the DFPC leaves off, the Firewall Module takes over.
This little "Black Magic Box" does wonders!
Unbelievable, really.
As many as possible should try this..
pure magic!!

Date Added: 03/10/2015 by Nauris
I placed several Firewall modules in series inside my Pioneer PDP-LX5090H TV (also known as 'Elite') as well as
inside my Blu-ray player Pioneer BDP-LX88K. The TV is considered one of the, if not the, very best ever made.
The resulting performance is so overwhelmingly good, I simply cannot get enough watching and listening.
Fantastic! I wholeheartedly recommend integrating Firewall modules into any system. They are definitely worth
much more than their meager price would suggest. They offer much more performance than you'd think! I cannot
imagine any product out there that offers a better price/performance ratio.
I am listening to all my albums and watching all my films again, as if for the first time! It's very hard to express in
words how effective the changes are. I am more than satisfied with the results. So much so that I plan to put
Firewall modules into my tube amp and on my speaker cables, as well as putting a DFPC on the amp.
The picture quality of the Pioneer PDP-LX5090H 'Elite' TV is now simply phenomenal. At first I was a little bit
skeptical and was afraid to be disappointed because I thought that for sure is would be far fetched to further better
the picture quality of this very fine TV, but adding the modules has definitely boosted the picture quality! The picture
has become cleaner, more natural. I even walked right up to the TV at one point, such was my disbelief in the
quality of what I was seeing. I was simply spellbound.
Now that some time has passed I can set my initial emotions aside and try to put it more plainly. In the colors I am
noticing more naturalness, more richness, more real-to-life, and the black is incredibly deep and dark (this is one of
the most important aspects). The image detail is fantastically clean with no high frequency interference (normally
tiny details in images give away the fact that the power is 'dirty' because they becomes smeared and hard to
perceive).
In a word, these little 'black boxes' are simply miraculous!
I am really enjoying what I see now. With every film I watch, it seems the image and sound quality are getting better
and better. It is simply unbelievable. I don't even want to turn it off.
Thank you, LessLoss. I wish you the very best success with this product and more superb ideas from your genius
minds.

Date Added: 02/06/2015 by Karl
I thought I had done everything I could to clean up the AC with dedicated outlet circuits for the system, huge
10AWG wire directly from the outside main power panel to each outlet, special audiophile outlets, silver plated
ground wire, a custom silver plated copper ground rod and a separate DFPC Reference power cord feeding each
piece of equipment. I was wrong. Who would have guessed there was more "noise" to be removed from the
incoming AC? Two Firewall Modules, in series, in front of the preamp and CD player are allowing the system to
reveal new levels of pure magic. Amazing!
[UPDATE]:
I am REALLY REALLY pleased with the Firewalls on my amps as well. Four months ago I installed two in series to
filter AC feeding the CD player and preamp. The reason I waited four months before wiring the Firewalls to the
amps is that I was quite concerned about possibly limiting the speed, dynamics and rhythm of the amps. These

amps are SUPER fast and dynamic. I wanted to make sure I had a good handle on just what the first two Firewalls
were doing for the music. Well speed is definitely NOT a problem. I could kick myself for waiting. If anything things
are clearer and so there is an apparent refinement of the speed, dynamics, rhythm, decay and "air" of the system. I
like it a lot. A whole lot! GOOD JOB!!!
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